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Persistent in the Right;

VOLITME 11-'

Fearless in Opposing Wrong.
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she wound herself so closely about
A French Doctor Discovers that
open and swallow him up A t length anything than before? Spanker had
every fiber of the old man’s nature that
“ I believe you are, as it is but of life 1 There was Looseley flirting away
Babes M ay B e Brooded
obviously , played him. a scurvy trick,,
with Mrs. Dash—pretty lively lot, that Spanker reappeared.
when she died, about two years ago,
course you will not confess.”
Like Chickens.
“Afraid it’s no go. I ’m deuced sorry) tmd his thoughts turned upon ven
young woman—and poor old D. simply
his machinery. did not work and he
“I^ver.minrd about: that. I I ’ll intro
grinnig with fury on the other side of but tlieÿ are gettiftg So plague particu geance.
finally
succumbed to the loss.
duce
you
to
her,
and
you
can
judge
When Mortimer Wildjng suddenly
lar, We„9hall see you in tlje, paddqçk, ' “I ’m not keeping you frOiii going'on
In 1878 a distinguished surgeon of
the
railings
1”
announced that Jie was aboujt fó marry for yourself.” .„
the lawn ?” lie inquired of his fair com Paris, Dr. Tarnier visiting an establish
Eating Before Sleeping.
“ Stupid old ass ! Didn’t he know you know.: I must go, the. numbers
And, at a ball a few nights later,
the lovely and accomplished Miss Helen
panion,.
are
up
for
the
first
race.
Back
Sky
ment for hatching chickens, established
they
wouldn't
let
l(inyftnffliyy
f
Q
Dare his., fci&nds yjth
Consent Mortimer, was duly^prepented^q,. the
.“ Not in the least;’.’ replied Miss »De- in the Garden of Acclimation in Paris,
'
; , _! .
“ Suppose Cleverton gammoned him light,”
We have long been of- the opinion
agreed „that he had gone mad, and ¿bat captain’s intended ,JLone Mies Laura
lis le ;“ ! would much rather stay-here.” was struck with the idea of using the
And
Mortimer,
feeling
positively
he would bitterly regret his plunge Delisle. He found her an exceedingly somehow. H ej and Looseley are very murderous, repaired to Tattersall’s
And as Mortimer, looked at her he same sort of apparatus for infants born that it is better to eat moderately of
after a very short, experience «of the agreeable companion, pretty, well in-- thick, you know. Believe Cleverton where ho backed Skylight, lost five notice^ a set expression about, the’ prematurely, or having a very weak any easily digestible food before going
to bed, than to resist the gnawings of
•joys of wedded life* »It was not that ,í’ctt■liled', aifd*talkative »and he, more owes Him money.” ,.
pounds and began to think that the mouth, and a dangerous light in her cbnstiiutioii. . , .
“
And
what
was
the
end
of
it
?”
eal hunger, for fear that the lunch will
there was anything peculiarly hostile over, speedily discovered the fact, that,
curse had come upon him indeed: As eyes which caused him to reflect that
Ip the latter part of 1880 he had a interfere with sound slumber. A late
“Don’t
know,
but
as
Dash
hasn’t
to matrimonial felicity in Miss Dare’s .whatever was tjie precise state of the
soon as the raçè was over he, of course, the gallant captain might, perhaps, special model constructed for the pur
character ; she was sdmewhat of a flirt j ¿aptafih’S feelings,’thefe was no doubt allowed Loosley to speak to his wife rushed to the. paddock, where crowds have more i'Casdris than lonir ter ’regret pose, and his brooder for infants, as supper of rich dishes, which tempt the
and had been much run after, but no at all that the young lady was very for six months I should think they made of knowing individuals were, examing his day’s amusement,’ , The afternpoq it may be called, was exhibited in the appetite to over-indulgence, may breed
bad dreams, as it may make one un
the best of their time. People are talk the winner and speculating! about the wore on, and Wilding only pnce quitted
one had ever suspected her of any thing much in love with him.
middle, of „the brooders for domestic comfortable if he. sits up some hours
ing
of
an
elopement.
Anyhow,
you
worse. Mortimer, too, was in the main
Balls were periods of torture to Mr.
chances for the next event of a string the drag ,ito take a stroll round the fowls. The, majority of the visitors
a very good fellow, and at first sight Wilding, and the present entertainment won’t find Dash letting his wife go to of. animals which were being led round paddock. . On that occasion, as ill luck to the exposition supposed that it was Iter; but rational eating at a late hour
will disturb the slumbers of none but
might appear likely to make a model was no exception to the rule. The Sandown again. I t was a regular plant.” for inspection. But Wilding,could see would Hai'e it, he met the truant cap
a joke. Nevertheless,-this brooder, or
the confirmed dy'spep’tic.
A recent
“ Well, it’s scarcely good business no sign of his spouse and the gallant tain full in tire fade.’,iSpanker wqa, pf.
husband. ,And such, no; doubt, he' poor : nian. could not bear |to| see his
couveuse” was destined for the Ma writer has some sensible remarks on
would have become, had *it* noi^be^n • wife’s slender waist encircled by pro for a jealous husband who isn’t a mem captain. He rushed desperately hither course,delighted,
ternity hospital of Paris, where it was this subject, from which we extract the
for the one fatal quality which marred miscuous and sacrilegious- arms, and ber, eh ?”
“My dear boy!” he cried;?'where on first put into use in November, 1881.
and thither, treading upon old gën'tîefollowing:
The speakers moved away, • but men’s corn’s, jostling gorgeous ^ladies earth have you been ? We’ve been look
his own existence1,' and threatened to her occasional disappearance to the
These couvenses are large boxes of
Man is the Only animal that can be
turn him from »an easy-going,; careless, seclusion of conservatoires and dimly Wilding suddenly lost all interest in and narrowly escaping death , at the ing for you everywhere. Your wife
wood, with double walls, resting on a
taught
to, sleep quietly oh an empty
man-about-town into a surly ana sus ghted corridors filled him with a dis the Russo-Afghan crisis. Could it be horses’ heels, but muttered curses and began tp think you had gone home.”
pedestal. They are divided into, two stomach. The brute "creation resent all
picious misanthrope. Mortimer’s be may which he was totally unable to that Spanker and Mrs. Wilding bad indignant glares were all that met him.
“ I ’m very comfortable, thanks:?’
compartments, the lower containing
setting sin was jealousy of the most conceal. Hence it was that, except devised some terrible plot to wreck bis And^presently thé saddling bell rang,
“ So sorry I put you on that briite warm water and the upper the bed of efforts to coax them to such a violation
unreasonable and abnormal kind,
ben the-partner of his joys.-was actu matrimonial felicity ? The very idea and the crowd began to move away. Skylight. By the way, have you had the infant. The upper compartment is of the'laws o f nature. The lion roars
in the forest untH Ifa has fouhd his
from the day when he became the n P ally in £ue dancing room under his made bis blood run cold. "Spanker, of Determined, therefore, to unearth,- the any lunch?,’ ■,,,
",Á9©.yj¡* «
covered by two plates of glass which
band of an unusually pretty woman his own immediate supervision Wilding course,' was not likely to be such.a faithless couple, Wilding betook- him
,“ 01i, yes, thanks, plenty: But you are movable, through which may be prey. The horse witKpaw all night in
the stable, and the pig in the peh, re
life was almost a burden to him. The was npt a particularly....entertaing com- fool as to endanger his prospects with self to thé course,' and stared in ffantic can do me a turn,”- he continued. “I ’ve
seen the condition of the infant and
fusing all rest or sleep until they are
unfortunate man could not help-hint- panion. “His fjrel “arid his attention Miss Delisle, and he had never shown eagerness the through failings which sep met a lady'here who is rather anxious
the temperature indicated by a ther fed. The animals 'which chew the cud
self, and it was in vain to argue with would persist in wandering, and young any pronounced disposition to Art with arated the members from the outcasts. tb get into the member’s enclosure. Do
mometer placed within. A sufficient have their own provision for a late
him. In his lucid intervals he was ladies too often voted him a bit of a Mrs. W ilding; but then the tormenting There they were ? They were dose— you think you cbjjld njanage it? ”
number of openings are made to give
perfectly, ready to recognize the fact bore. On this particular evening it so thought suggested itself that Spanker unnecessarily close—together, talking:
“I ’m urpnstrqusjy.sorry, old . chap,” communication with the external air meal just before dropping off to their \
night slumber.
that he had made a fool of himself ; happened that he danced two or three might be the catspaw—perhaps the un in the most confidential manner pos protested Spanker, thinking that two
which enters from below, passes oyer
Man can train himself tof the habit
but the discovery never seemed to do times with Miss Delisle, anxious to conscious catspaw—of some designing sible. Presently she dropped her hand made better company than three, “ but
the warm-water heating surface, and of sleeping without a preceding meal,
him any good, and on the very next make himself as agreeable as possible Lothario. Mortimer cursed his weak
kerchief and the captain promptly I ’m afraid'.‘it’s hopeless. I g a te fey- then into the upper compartment, from
but only after long years of practice.
occasion when Jdrs.« Wild ip g acmjpted, to his friend’s future wife, and the compliance and would have given a picked it up. Their hands met ; could tickets away long ago, and 1 don
which it escapes. The infant is thus As he comes into the world, nature is
the smallest attention* from Tiny "of her1 young lady was sharp enough to dis very handsome sum to have been land
it be fancy, or was there a wholly tin- think there?8 another to be got«?!,
placed in a warm-air bath, the tempera
friends her husband endufed the utmost cover before long the true reason of ed in the middle of the following week,
“ Oh, never mind, then 1 I t ’s not of ture of which is maintained constantly too strong for hinl, and he must be fed
justifiable prolongation of the business
before he will sleep. A child’s stomach
torture. She herself. did_, not quite his occasional fits of abstraction and when the Sandown meeting would be
of restoring it ? , Perhaps a pressure— the least consequence. Ta-ta ! Suppose "at 30 degrees centigrade, or 86 degrees
realise the agonies he suffered, for to glOOm. r > | m > ;, ( , » ;
is small; and when perfectly filled, if
safely over. Meanwhile he was power
we, shall meet again later.”
horrible thought 1
Fahrenheit. The greatest difficulty is no sickness disturbs it, sleep follows
do the poor man justice, he i generally
‘Do ¿you vknow, Mr. W ilding,’’ sliq less, for it was too absurd and humili
And -Wilding returned to the drag to maintain this constant temperature.
“Move, on, sir, please!” remarked an
stifled' nis feelings',, and very rfe ly at length remarked, “ that I am an ex ating to hint at his Suspicions either to
naturally and enevitably. As digestion
unsympathetic policemen, and Wilding filled with a certain grim joy, while Tlie heat is supplied by a special lamp,
went so far as to hiht to his wife that cellent judge of character ?.”
goes on the stomach begins to empty,
his wife or his friend. There was noth once more repaired to .Tattersall’s from Spanker betook himself to the enclo
The results obtained b y , the employ
her conduct might with advantage be
a single fold in it will make the little
“ Really,” he answered somewhat ing for him, therefore, but to endure whence he could jiot see his wife and sure’, wbndering somewhat that his
ment of the couveuse are worthy of a t sleeper restless; two will awaken it,
a trifle, morp discreet. ,So- when -he absently, for. a dance had just con his torture in silence and devoutly pray
her cavalier for the intervening crowd. friend was not in a worse temper.
tention.
From November, 1881, to
remonstrated she merely opened her cluded, and Alrs.i Wilding was tem that a thunderstorm, an earthquake or
When the racing was over the Gap. July 1883, there were treated by this and, if it is hushed again to repose, the
The second .race was run f» Mortimer
expressive eyes somewhat wider than porarily invisible. «»‘.‘You are a very some national disaster might render
nap is sh o rt; and three folds put an
lost ten pounds more, and began to con tain and Mrs. Wilding at once repaired method 151 infants, of whom 91 had
usual, promised earnestly to behave fortunate person
end to the slumber. Paregoric or other
tjie proposed expedition : out of the template murder or suicide. Lunch to the gate, where they expected to
been prematurely born and the others
better in the future, and oh the next
narcotic may close its eyes again ; but
question.
“ I am, indeed. Would you like to
was now going on and the pangs of meet Mortimer, and there he was very feeble. A healthy infant born at
opportunity repeated her offense. Thus test my powers of intuition ?”
without other food, or some stupefying
But the fetal morning downed bright hunger acted as a counter-irritant to gloomy, but. composed.
full time weighs about 3,500 grams.
Wilding gradually grew morose, gloomy
and
fair,
aud
Mortimer
felt
that
all
“Ah, Spanker, Miss Delisle wants to Those infants which at birth weigh less drug, it will not sleep, no matter how
“By all means.’?
those of jealousy. The tortured hus
and suspicious, and his bachelor friends
excuses
would
be
futile
to
avert
his
“I can tell, for instance,” she con
band went and glared through the rail speak to you a minute,” in a curiously than 2,000 grams are considered as healthy it may be. Not even an angel
who knew perfectly well the cause of tinued, “ what your besetting weakness doom.,
who learned the art of minstrelsy in a
ings again, but he could see nothing, significant fashion. “ You will find her
his altered .manner, shoot,their heads is. Do you care to know ?”
Spanker came round to bis friend’s and so he took a stroll among the drags father’s drag over there—dark blue and very feeble; that is, it is more probable celestial choir can sing a babe to sleep
that they will die than that they will
and pointed him out to the rising gen
“Certainlj^”' “ said Wilding, some house in good time. - “ You don’t look in the vain hope of distracting his red.—but you know it of course'. I ’ll live. Statistics show for such infants on an empty stomach. I t is a fact es
eration as a melancholy example of the what amused.
tablished beyond the possibility of con
very cheerful, old man,” he remarked
look after Helen now,” he continued.
thoughts. •
a mortality of about 65 per cent. With tradiction, that sleep aids digestion,
folly of marriage anj.1 qs a ,tpi^mphgpit
“ Well, you are most outrageously tg Wilding, as they amused them
“ Miss who did you say ?” cried the the couveuse, out of the 92 infants pre
“ How do you do, Mr. Wilding ?”
vindication of their own astuteness in
and that the process of digestion is con
selves with cigarettes’while Mrs". Wild
captain,
looking somewhat queer.
jeaTofHs 1”
said a feminine voice above his head.
maturely born, 31 died and 61 lived. ducive to refreshing sleep. I t needs no
keeping single. Some of them even
ing
was
putting
a
few
final
touches
to
“ What on earth makes you think
“Didn’t you know she was here ?’? ^The time which an infant is kept in the
Mortimer looked up and discovered
went so far as to take a malicious de so ?” he added; fearing he was in the a ravishing costume.
•
Miss Delisle seated upon the box seat asked Mortimer, innocently. “ Why, Couveuse varies from one day to six argument to convince us of this natural
light in paying attention to Mrs. Wild presence of a thought reader.
relation. The drowsiness which always
“A Ettle bit out of sorts,?’ responded
of a drag and attired in a most becom she’s been watching you all the time, weeks, according to its condition.
ing for the purpose of witnessing her
follows
a well ordered meal is itself a
Mortimer,
with
a
ghastly
smile.
“
These
“That is my secret. But now that I
and w»s so sorry that you hadn’t got
ing costume.
husband’s agonies. They would iqduqe have told yjbufyour, favorite sin
testimony
of nature to this inter-de
sudden changes of the weather, you
Husband and W ife.
“How do you do?” he answered. a ticket left for her.”
him in moments of after dinner weak
pendence.
The waste of human life by
know.”
*
The captain muttered something
“ Bat I don’t admit that you have.”
“Why, I thought you were in Hamp
ness to accept invitations for himself
the
neglect
of
the lesson is very great.
“Perhaps
you’d
rather
not
go
?”
.
■
“ Oh, nonsense ! I am perfectly eerwhich sounded suspiciously like an
“ Carp,” in an interesting sketch of
shire !”
and his partner to the theatre or to tain about it. And I don’t mind acknow
The
daily
wear
and tear of. the body
But the question merely intensified ! “ So I was ; but we came back a little oath.
the late John W. Garret, says of the
Hurlingham, where a casual whisper in ledging that the reason why I guessed the unhappy man’s suspicion.
might
be
restored
more fully than it
very
good
joke,
this
!”
he
extraordinary attachment between the
“I t ’s a
sooner than I expected. Won’t you
the corridor or a harmless stroll under it; is that I am hofribly jedlous myself.
usually
is,
if
this
simple
rule was not
“ Oh, yes ! I ’m not so bad as all
famous railroad presidebt and his wife:
come up? I ’m in such a bad temper to faltered.
the trees would promptly'-raise * the I am quite sorry for poor Arthur.”“^
systematically
violated.—
Popular fa i
that. Must see the fu n | Perhaps we
John W. Garrett had an iron will,
day that I have driven every one else t,f‘Glad you think sq ” retorted Wild
demon they desired to invoke, and V‘v“I certainly don’t agree with you may pick up a little money, eh ?”
ing. “ Hope Miss Delisle will see it in but his wife ruled him, although she ence News.
away 1”
Mortimer would vow that never "again there,” said Wilding, gallantly. “ I
“Don’t see why we shouldn’t. I ’ll
did it in such a way that the old man
the same light.”
Mortimer
accordingly
mounted
the
would he give way to such insidious think he is about the luckiest man I put you on to anything I happen to
never knew it. During the forty years G a v e T ifty Dollars to (Kiss Booth.
drag
and
tried
desperately
to
make
advances, only to yield once more know.”
know.”
Perspiration of Plants.
of their married life the two never slept
himself
agreeable.
But
Miss
Delisle
when the morning’s reflection had eon
And then Mrs. Wilding appeared, was unusually absent and monosyllabic,
So Wilding and Miss Delisle parted
A good story was told of Booth when
All plants give off moisture from a night apart, and I think Mrs. Gar
vinced him that his fears were ground the best of friends, and he subsequent radiant and beautiful* and they started
he was here last, says the Philadelphia
rett’s
death
hastened
that
of
her
hus
and
his
conversational
efforts
fell
flat.
their leaves, even thoifgh this is invis
less. One of Wilding’s most intimate ly confided to his wife that Captain together for Waterloo.
“ Have you seen anything of Captain ible to the eye, just as our skin is al band. For some years back Mr. Gar Press, which illustrates his indifference
friehds, and the man perhaps of whom Spanker was engaged to the most
“ I suppose Miss Delisle is going Spanker?” she presently asked, scan
rett had been in bad health from over to the class of women who always find
he was‘the least jèalòus, was a certain charming girl he had met for years.
down with her father I” she asked, as ning the gorgeous crowd in fhe enclo ways perspiring, though the sweat may work, and the physicians had prescribed something irresistible and fascinating
not stand in drops. This can be seen
Captain in the Guards of the name of
A few weeks later Captain Spanker they entered the train.
in the men who earn their living behind
sure through her field glasses,
if a plant is grown under a glass shade that his meals should be regular,1 and
Spanker. They had been intimate both was dining with the Wildings,«when
“ Well, I ’m afraid she won’t be
the footlights. Booth was traveling on
that
business
should
not
be
talked
at
“Hum,
not
lately,”
stammered
Wild
in such a manner that no evaporation
at school and college, and, before the conversation happened to turn upon there,” repUed Spanker. “ Sjje’s. been
the table. Mrs. Garrett saw that these the Boston and Albany road one day,
ing. “I met him earlier—in fact—er—
Wilding’s marriage, were sworn and Sandown. .
staying with her uncle ih Hampshire" we came down together. Shall I try can be given off by the earth or water rules were carried out, and whenever having just closed an engagement in
in which it is grbwn. Nevertheless, in
trusty allies. Ever since that inauspi
“ I never see you on the lawn,” re and does not expect to get back until to find him for you ?”
the New England metropolis.
He
a few hours the inside of the glass will the lunch or dinner time arrived, if Mr.
cious event they continued to be ex
to-night.’;
marked the Captain to Mrs. Wilding.
heard an expensively-dressed, hand
Garrett
was
in
the
midst
of
the
most
.
“
On
no
account
whatever,”
said
Miss
ceedingly friendly, and as Spanker
Wilding began to feel, if anything, Delisle, shutting up the glasses with a be dimmed by the moisture given off important conversation on business in some, middle-aged woman back of him
“ No, Mortimer does not belong,”
generally had the sense to refrain from
by the leaves, which has condensed on
she answered, “and, of course, I am a shade more uncomfortable. Yet somewhat vicious snap. “ He seems to
it. Calculations have been made as to volving.millions, with guests whom the sigh and say to her companion : “I
running after Mrs. Wilding, intervals
not allowed to go with any one else.” another suspicious circumstance, he be enjoying himself exceedingly, and I
the amount of water thus perspired by president would delight to honor, she would give $50 to kiss that man.”
of coolness were comparatively rar
“But why don’t you come down too,' moodily reflected. In due time they would not disturb him for worlds.”
Booth turned suddenly and looked at
One day the Captain announced to h
plants. A sunflower only three and a would call them to the table and in a
arrived at the gate of the members’
old man ?” he inquired of his friend.
the speaker. “Do you mean that ?” he
gentle
way
would
admit
of
no
refusal.
“
But
I
don't
think
lie
knows
you
are
friends the astonishing news that he
half feet high, with 5,616 square inches
T~
*■,
“ Well, I don’t much care about rac enclosure.
demanded, fixing his fine*dark eyes
Mr.
Garrett
or
his
friend
might
ask
for
here.”
too, was on the ppint of committin
exposed to the air, gives off, every
“Just wait Here a minute,"old chap,”
ing, and one is so out of it if one is not
upon her, and causing the blood to
just
one
minute
more,
but
the
kind
old
“He
can
remain
in
ignorance,”
she
matrimony.
a member. I ’ve never been there, but said Captain Spanker, “and I ’ll get answered calmly. “By the by, do you twelve hours, twenty to thirty ounces lady would reply in gentlest tones: mount up to thé very roots of her hair.
“ The deuce you are !” ejaculated
your wife a seat inside and see what I happen to know who the lady is in the avoirdupois of water in this form, which “These are our rules, and Mr. Garrett “.Why, yes, of course I do,” replied the
that is so) I believe ?”
Wilding. “ Why, I thought jrou were
is more than a man does. Most of the
Across the captain’s ingenious brain can do for you.”
dark biue and silver ? He 'has been common agricultural plants, such as has promised that they shall be kept.” woman, confusedly, looking in a help
quite the very last man in the world
.1
SpSnker
was
absent
for
several
min
there forthwith flashed the idea of play
glued to her side for the last hour.”
Don’t you remember the way you
wheat, beansj peas and clover, exhale, At the table it was the same. If the less sort of a way at the great tragedian
ing off on his friend a mild little prac utes, and the delay by^no* means im
guest of John W. Garrett would break and at the smiling passengers. “ Well,
A
spasm
of
agony
shot
through
preached to me ?”
proved* WifdiAg’s temper. He felt Wilding’s heart. Blue and silver were during the five months of growth, more out ill some business exclamation or I accept the terms, madam,” exclaimed
tical joke.
than two hundred times their dry
“ Well, j'es, I did,” admitted Spanker:
“ Well, you’re not supposed to go horribly out in the cold. People were the colors of the costume worn by his
weight of water. The Cornelian cherry suggestion Mrs. Garrett would at once Booth, solemnly. “And I stand by my
“ but circumstances .alter cases, 'you into the members’ enclosure, but I dare crowding through the Sacred portals,
proposition,” said the woman, recover
faithless spoused
is still more remarkable. In the course object, and the railroad president at
know.”
say I can manage it for you,” he an and he alone seemed to be an ineligible
“ I haven’t the. remotest idea,” he of twenty-four hours it exhales water the head would laughingly call the at ing her self-possession, and, rising, she
“ And what are thè circumstances ?” swered mendaciously. “ Anyhow, you Peri. Many of the visitors he knew,
brazenly replied.
equal in weight to twice that of the tention to the manner m which he was imprinted a sound kiss upon the actor’s
“The fact is, old man, that I ’ve been know, there’s Tattersall’s and the pad- and, in spite of his efforts to avoid
“ But I fear I am forgetting jny du whole shrub. Naturally, the degree of domineered over, and would begin to lips. Booth’s face did not betray the
so infernally hard hit lately, that unless dock, which are pretty much the same observation,-they would persist in rec
ties,” said Miss Delisle. “ Won’t you light, warmth, and dryness o'f the air talk of other subjects. Mrs. Garrett slightest emotion. He received the kiss
I marry a girl with money I shall have thing. Come down next week ; Laura ognizing him. There was Jawkins,
have some lunch ?”
effects the amount of fluid given off, as was a plain motherly little woman, full stolidly, and did not return it, but
to leave the regiment and try change of will be there, and your wife is sure to for instance, the strident voiced club
“ Oh, thanks very much.”
well as the age and texture of the leaf. of quiet charities and as thoroughly waited until the impetuous woman
air until such time as it pleases my like it.”
bore the man whom Wilding hated
wrapped up in her husband as he was found her purse and handed him a $50
And with an heroic resolve to drown
respected uncle to depart his life.”
“I shall be delighted,” said Mrs. with a fervent detestation. And Jaw- his sorrows Wilding drank at least a However, a 'Calculation of the amount in her. She was posted on much of bill. He took the money, thanked her,
“You don’t mean that 1 And who is Wilding, anti, after a little more argu kins, as he ushered in his vulgar wife bottle of champagne and ate a great of fluid perspired by an acre of cab his work, and during her latter years and turning to a feeble, shabbily-dressed
the fortunate young woman.”.,
ment, a reluctant consent to the expe and daughter, of course shouted o u t : deal of Périgord pie, viciously stabbing bages may be curious. If the cabbages he did the most of his work at home in woman on the other side of the aisle, who
are planted in rows of eighteen inches
“ What Wilding, old chap, won’t they
“ Well, I ’ve done, myself, very fairly dition was wrung from her lord and
the lattent truffles with his fork; as if apart and eighteen inches from each his library with several telegraph ope was traveling with two »young children,
let yon in? You ought to join, my each one represented thé heart of the
indeed,” said the captifin complacently. master. .
other, it is estimated, that, in the course rators about him. Many of his callers placed the money in her hands, and
boy. I ’ll put you up I”
A
day
or
two
later
Wilding
happened
“ She is young, as you surmise, nice
perfidious Spanker. Presently lie re of twelve hours, more than ten tons of she would receive and dismiss without with a courtly bow said : “ This is for
People turned round toward the un
looking, and worth nearly, three thou to be perusing the latest war news in
sumed his seat upon the box, and, em water will have been insensibly pers their ever bothering him. She was sel the children, madam. Take it, please,”
sand a year. In fact, if I were capable his club when he overheard the follow happy outcast, and eyed him, as he boldened by lunch, contrived to back a
dom absent from his room even during and without another word he left the
thought,Jwith contemptuous pity, until winner, and began to feel somewhat pired by their fleshy leaves.— Popular the most important conversations, and
of the passion, I should be quite in ing fragmentary conversation :
car.
“Never saw a man so road in my Mortimer wished that the earth would less desperate, though more savage, if Science News;
love with her.”

A SANDOWN SURPRISE.

Providence Independent
PUBLISHED EVERY THÜRSDAY.
C O L L E G E V IL L E ,

M O N T G .f/C O .,

PA.

E. 8. M OSER, Eiktor and Proprietor*
Thursday, August 13, 1885.
The ceremonies attending the burial
of General Grant, last Saturday, were
of the most imposing and conspicuous
characterever witnessed in this country,
About 30,000 persons were in line and
the great city of New York was crowd
ed with people who had come from
every section of the country. General
Hancock very ably directed the move
ments of the various military organi
zations.

G eneral S heridan in his report to

of the great difficulties which
confronts President Cleveland, and will
increasingly continue to do so, is to
satisfy the requirements of Civil Ser
vice Reform and fulfill his own pledges
on this subject, and at the Same time
meet the expectations and demands of
the Democratic Party. He is a Demo
crat himself, and Ills parly want the
offices in his gift, and all of them ; and
this is more than it can have if the
President is true to his pledges and the
principles of Civil Service Reform. Wc
think that he means well, but whether
he will be strong enough to carry out
his meaning is another question.
O ne

Grant’s Genius.
GENERAL BUTLER S STATEMENT OF THE MIL
ITARY POLICY OF GRANT IN 1864-65.
From hie Lowell Eulogy.

the demands of the men for last year’s
scale were acceded to with some trifling
changes, and the whole district blos
somed once more into life.

this there have been planted over 12,000,000 fruit treesj over 2,500,000
—TO— d p
A lady at the South End was en grape vines, a vast number of berry
joying a visit from her mother, who bushes and plants, and countless quan-,
had been stricken with paralysis some tities of ornamental shrubs.
years previous. As soon as she arri ved
at herdaughterisriiome she stipulated
Bathing a Necessity.
that she must sleep down stairs, as her
The Universal Bath meets the wants of the
health would not permit her to climb times in every particular. Every family should
up stairs. The man of the house, like be the possessor of .one of these Baths. The very
a dutiful son-in-law, gave up his bed small saving of four cents per day for a year will
below and went up stairs himself. Fi about p iy for one.
nally a severe storm broke out, and
The benefits to be derived from the use of this
the lightning and thunder were terrific. incomparable bathing appliance are inestimable.
The lady of the house, a little timid, To say the least we are confident it furnishes bet Boots and Shoes, Faints & Oils, See., &c., &c.
thought she would light the gas in the ter conveniences for bathing purposes than can
call particular attention to my fine stock of CAS3IMERES & SUITINGS, for all sizes and
dining room. As she had done so aneb be obtained by anything else in use, not except I would
ages, rich as well as poor. I can suit you. Will make suits at all prices, or any style and
turned to go back to the bedroom she ing the well fitted bath room which costs ten
any price reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock of Shoes is large, and
I cafi show you a. good line of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s Shoes.
was startled to see the face of a rough times as much. For further particulars call on
All I ask of my patrons is to call and examine my Stock, and oblige,
A. C. LANDES,
looking man peering at her from one or address,
Yerkes, Pa.
of the piazza windows. The woman,
clad in her night clothes, was chained
P B O V Z D E N O E S Q U A R E S T O R E .
NEW G O O D S
with fear for only an instant, and then,
FOR
without uttering a sound, she fled up
stairs to awaken her husband. In the
mean time the old lady, her mother, SPR IN G & S U M M E R
AT
heard her daughter’s bare feet swiftly
pattering across the floor, heading for
L E O P O L D ’ S
the stairway, and intuitively feeling
POTTSTOWN, PA.
that something was wrong, and entirely
Entire
new
line parasols, choice new. styles
forgetting her own condition, sprang
at very low prices at Leopold’s.
from the bed and fairly flew after her
Best 5 cent calicoes at Leopold’s.
daughter. She reached the stairway,
New lawns fast colors, warranted, price 5
and, in spite of her paralytic infirmi
ties, which she had so carefully nursed cents at Leopold’s.
MANILLA CLOTH, 86 inches wide. FULARD CLOTH, 81 inches wide. ZEPHYR CLOTH,
New summer silks in neat little checks at
for years, found herself rushing up
Leopold’s.
different shades. All these are splendid wash goods. WHITE LAWN, from 10 to 25
stairs. Her daughter heard the steps
New French Drees Goods in many grades and
behind her, and supposed that the man
cents per yard. FIGURED LAWNS, a large assortment. 5 cents per yard.
she had seen on the piazza had broken latest shades at Leopold’s.
Also DRESS NETTING and LACE SKIRTINGS. SEE OUR
New batistes for dresses at Leopold’s.
in and was pursuing her. Not for an
A specially good thing in debages at 16 cents,
instant did she imagine that her invalid
a variety of new colors at Leopold’s.
and paralytic mother could move so in New
direct from a large manufacturer,
rapidly. This added to her fright qnd at aboutJerseys,
two-thirds ofla6t year’s prices. They
increased her pace. She rushed up to are better styles and better made than any we
All "wool, light in w eight; just the thing for a durable summer dress.
her husband’s bedside, shouting :
have ever before offered. Prices for nice, fine
“ Save me 1 Save me 1” and, looking goods from $1 to $3 at Leopold’s.
SILK FINISHED D R E S S G O O D S !
round, saw—her invalid mother.
Fine Jersey cloth in blacks and colors. Jerseys
“ Why, mother, is this you ? I thought made to order at Leopold’s.
and Linen finished goods in abundance, beside a full line of other Dress Goods- Examine our
you couldn’t walk up-stairs.”
Tinsel braids for dress trimmings in new styles stock of
“ I thought I couldn't; but I never at Leopold’s.
tried before.”
Ten dollars will pay for a gent’s good cassiCALICOES, M U S L IN S ,
Then the man of the house went m eresuit well made to order at Leopold’s.
below to reconnoitre as to the visitor
Good toweling at 3% cents a t Leopold’s.
Thousands of yards of the best makes of cali
on the piazza, and Grandma crawled
into bed. She always went up: stairs coes at 6% cents at Leopold’s.
:GOTTONADES & C A SSIM E R E S.
New gloves, all grades, from 13 cents to a
to sleep after that.
A squad of fifteen gypsies had taken hundred cents at Leopold’s.
New Btyles in wraps made at Leopold’s.
possession of the piazza to shelter them
We still handle the Ellis, shirts (unlaundricd) which we are selling a t 60 cents; former price 0.95
New chenille fringes cheap at Leopold’s.
from the storm, and the gentleman;
to $1. We have a new CORSET—the Pivot Corset, one of the best and easiest fitting cor- Extra
bargain
in
silk
gloves
at
45
and
50
cents
not having the heart to turn them out
sets made, and ladies can wear them with ease. I t is sold a t $1. See our Hamburg
at
Leopold’s.
until the storm was over, allowed them
Genuine
bargains
in
imported
stockings,
for
Edgings. They are cheap and must be sold. And don’t fail to inspect our BED
to remain.

ID O W U sT !

ZDO-WIEnT I

R O C K B O T T O M P R IC E S

T h e Norristown Asylum .

MY E N T IR E STOCK, CONSISTING OF

A VIOLENT PATIENT WHO SECURED A
SCISSORS BLADE AND STABBED AN
ATTENDANT.

The Board of Trustees of the State
Hospital for the Insane, at Norristown,
met at the hospital last Friday. The
executive committee reported that the
total expenses of the institution for
July had been $19,943.25. The auditing
committee reported having examined
the books of the treasurer since October
17, 1884. At that time there was a'
balance on hand of $20,996.48. Together
with this the receipts from that time to
the present amounted to $198,327.58,
and the expenditures for the same pe
riod were $192,247.40, leaving a balance
of $5,080.18 at present in his hands.
The report of the physicians in charge
showed that one of the patients had
found a scissor’s blade in the grounds
and passed it into the cell of William
Lade one of the most violent patients
in the building. It took three attendants
to get it away from him and one of
them was stabbed three times during
the struggle. The assistant druggist,
who is a former patient and was sup
posed to have been permanently cured,
has begun to relapse and is no longer
considered reliable. The physicians
were ordered to report to the board a
suitable man for the place at a salary
not to exceed $20 per month and to
relieve the present assistant from duty.
The plan for the two infirmaries, two
dining halls and a storage house, for
the erection of which the Legislature
made an appropriation, were submitted
by Wilson Brothers & Co. and ap
proved. The appropriation made lbr
the purpose of having these buldings
erected is $97,500. The two infirmaries
will cost $25,000 each and the dining
halls $20,000. The cost of the storage
house is estimated at about $7,500.
There are now 672 male patients in the
institution, a decrease of one from the
month of June. The females number
685, an increase of two.

I t has been said that Grant had no
genius ; that is, no intuition by which
to discover a great, fact or to lay out
for himself a new and great course of
action. I have said that his mind was
not inventive, but I do know of one
course of conduct adopted by him, an
emanation from his own mind, for, so
far as I have read in history, it was
never before in that form adopted by
any great commander, and it certainly
was not done by any other general in
A W riter in the Century has at our war. I t did not emanate from the
tracted attention to the old proposition Secretary of War or the President, so
to make Ex-Presidents United States far as I have any knowledge or sus
picion, and was explained to myself by
Senators for life. He suggests an amend Grant, who had just then been made
ment to the Constitution, which shall General-in-Chief of the Armies, and
add to the two Senators from each came to Fort Monroe to explain the
State “ such persons as shall have serv plan of the future campaigns against
enemy, so far as I was to have part
ed to the close of a term as President the
with them, in Virginia in April, 1864.
of the United States,”,a very skillfql
His proposition was that the enemy
form of words which would cover the should be conquered' by coniinual at
case of R. B. Hayes.
trition and inflicting loss in every way
and wearing out their resources as fast
as possible and at liowever great cost,
A T errible accident occurred at the relying upon our own more abundant
mines of the West End Coal Company, money and men to bring out a success
below Wilkesbarre, on the Susquehanna ful Tesult. He said that he would at
river, on Tuesday. The fan which tack the enëmy at all times and under
conditions, even at the risk of losing'
keeps the mines supplied with pure air all
more men than they did, as we could
T h e Spirit of the Thing.
was broken when the miners went to afford to lose more ; and as the rate of
From
the
New York Sun.
work. They soon felt suffocating fumes. death by disease and hardships incident
to
camp
life
was
far
greater
than
the
There is a good deal of fool talk In
Without warning, without a minute’s
time to help themselves, the unfortunate loss of men by bullet and shell,.) lie Republican and Mugwump journals
thought, upon the whole, that if the
the spirit of civil service reform.
men were overcome. Their companions war could be pressed on and ended about
It is hardly possible for anybody to
who could, escaped and gave the alarm. shortly the loss oí life would’ be less,; doubt that the President is bent upon
A relief party rescued and resuscitated and thé ekpcnseâ would céftalnly be carrying out in good faith the’ Civil
a number of the men. Ju st how many less, than those of a longer continued Service A c t; but a continual howl
were killed is not known, but twelve war. He said, further, that the enemy, goes up from the Republicans, and a
occupying the interior lines of defenses, more or less intermittent one from his
are known to have been killed.
could lipid on with less men than we supercilious allies, that such and such
must usé and that we must, losé moré appointments or removals “ violate the
than théy would in driving them from spirit” of civil service reform. This
A T eleg ra m from Madrid states that their defenses, but they could not re spirit is too subtle and ethereal to be
a fatal thunderbolt fell last tveek: upon trieve their losses, as we could ours.
exactly defined, and so the odds are
He spoke to me as Commissioner of ten to one when a Republican is kicked
a church at Gerona while mass was
being celebrated in the building. Two Exchange of Prisoners. He said that out-that his friends find that the spirit
Confederate held by us was one has been violated. Then there is power
of the w’orshipers were struck by the every
man less to them, while, even if we ex ful pother among powerful Republican
lightning and instantly killed, while changed, we should not get one man to minds, and sqpetiraes the Mugwump
fiteen other persons in the congregation meet the one we gave, because their geese contribute to the indignant cackwere severely hurt. If that thunderbolt men were in good condition and able ling.
But what has the President to do
had descended upon a party engaged at once to go back into the field, while
our men were in such condition that it with the viewless and intangible spirit
in Sunday amusement, or upon some would take months for them to recupe of civil service reform ? I t ’s no busi
lone fisherman, there are many who rate so as to come back, if they ever ness of his to summon it every time he
would have declared that the fire from did comp back, into pur armies. Hence wants to make an'appointment. Yet
heaven was an indication of God’s dis he sugge^ed to me not to refuse the suppose he did : how is he going to
pleasure. But when lightning happens exchange of prisoners, but to so* em know that the real spirit will come, or
barrass the operation as only to ex that the appointment will be satisfac
to hit a church or strike down a good change the sick and wounded of both tory to the real spirit ? Through whom
man, the theory of a special providence sides ; and to that policy he adhered does the spirit speak ? Is it embodied
gets out of joint. The fact is that through the campaign of 1864. This in the chaste pages of the Civil Service
where lightning strikes it strikes and course taken by him put an end to the Record, or hidden away in the vast
and lie held to it until, in thé aridities of the Evening Post ? Who is
it is just as likely to hit a saint as a rebellion,
spring of 1865, .Lee had neither men its proper and infallible interpreter,
sinner, a church as a brothel. The in-^ nor rations to feed them upon, nor and through what oracles is its voice
exorable laws of God which govern the could the Confederates supply him to be heard? This is too big a'country
universe are never changed for the with either, and then came Appomattox for the President to be hunting after
fugacious and insufficiently described
purpose of wreaking vengeance or for and the conclusion of the war.
This seemed to m e. then a stroke of spirits. His business is to execute the
any other cause. The laws of nature genius, but it required adamantine nerve Civil Service law to the letter, just as
are 1fixed, immutable, never-changing. and iron will to carry it out.
it is to execute other laws. I t is not
Man’s knowledge may serve to protect
his business to apply it to cases to
which it was not meant to apply. The
him from the thunderbolts of heaven,
T h e Dead L eft Unburied.
large
collection of apparent lunatics,
his righteousness or wickedness never.
frothing at the mouth and tearing
ALARMING ACCOUNTS OF THE SPREAD OF themselves in their rage about the
spirit of civil service reform, had better
THE CHOLERA IN SPAIN.
T h e Norristown Herald has kindly
drop down and shut up.
volunteered an answer to our recent
L ondon , August 6.-There were 4,294
question as to whether two members of new cases of cholera reported through
A Jamaica Trick.
the Schuylkill Bridge Company at Nor out Spain yesterday and 1,638 deaths.
The
panic
caused
by
the
rapid
spread
From
the
Detroit
Free Press.
ristown received six hundred dollars
of the disease in the country is increas
There was a large crowd of excur
each for their services at Doylestown, ing. Entire villages have been deserted
and whether the county is expected to by their inhabitants, who have fled for sionists in the depot at Savannah. There
was a pale-faced, slim-waisted young
foot half the bill. The Herald's state safety. In many cases doctors and man, weighing about 105 pounds, who
ment that the county, owning one-sixth municipal authorities have been attack paid a colored man a quarter to get
of the bridge stock, will pay one-sixth ed by the scourge, and the sick have some baggage checked.*The man didn’t
been abandoned and the dead left un appreciate the situation, and took his
of the costs incurred in protecting the buried.
Reports from other places
interests of the Bridge Company, is no state that it is impossible to obtain pro time for it. Indeed, the young man
hunted him up to discover that be was
The misery gossiping
doubt correct, and our amiable and ac visions or medicines.
with some of his color, and
throughout
the
country
is
great.
commodating cotemporary has our
that the baggage was still uncared for.
There were thirty-five deaths from He spoke his mind pretty freely and
thanks for the information so freely
cholera
in Marseilles during the' past was promptly “sassed” in return. All
offered. We observe, however, with no
twenty-four hours. There are no cases of a sudden the burly colored man drew
little curiosity the absence of a direct at Gibraltar. The Sanitary Council of
a razor from his pocket and started for
reply to one of the two main points in Marseilles telegraphed to-day to M. the light-weight with the remark that
our question, viz., as to whether two Legrand, Minister of the Interior, a he’d make bloody carpet rags of him.
It would have been a good time for
members of the Bridge Company re statement certifying that the cholera in
was sporadic only. This the young man to pull a revolver, but
ceived six hundred dollars each for Marseilles
motion, however, is known to have
their distinguished services at Doyles been resorted to for the purpose of con he made no motion. In such a crowd
no one knew exactly what .was happen
town. Indirectly, the Herald says:
cealing the alarm felt by the Council ing, and so the rush of the negro was
and to avoid being held responsible for
“The expenses in question are fees the neglect of sanitation, which has not stayed. He took two skips and a
paid to lawyers employed by the caused the recurrence of cholera iu the jump, the razor in his right hand, and
as he landed in front of the young man
Bridge Company, and compensation al city.
the keen-edged weapon made a sweep
lowed by the latter to the members of
for the white throat. Next instant it
a committee appointed by the Board of
The present condition of the iron in was flying among the rafters of the
Managers to look after its interests.”
dustries, though by no means all that building, and the would-be murderer
How graceful I How characteristic 1 could be desired, may fairly be looked was caressing his elbow and howling
And yet how unsatisfactory.
The upon as satisfactory. If circumstantial with pain.- As he whirled around he
“compensation allowed” may mean evidence goes for anything, the recent got a couple of “lifters” which shot him
twelve hundred dollars each for the amicable settlement of labor difficulties out of the circle, and the young man
in the Pittsburg district and the West went to see about his baggage,
two members of the Bridge Company indicates a better feeling among manu
“ What did you do ?” I asked him
who were appointed as ■protectors to facturers, if not an actual revival of a after we were off.
“Kicked the elbow of his razor arm,”
the Company, or it may mean a great long stagnant industry. Owing to the
deal more, or less. 1» might possibly almost deplorable condition of the mar he answered.
“Is it a trick ?”
mean “six hundred dollars each.” Will ket during the past year, the manu
facturers found themselves paying rates
“ Well, it took me a year to learn it.”
the Herald please speak right out and for labor unwarranted by the scale of
“ Where ?”
tell us what it knows about the “com" profits, and they determined, when the
“ In Jamaica. I t will be six months
pensation allowed” the two protectors, scale of wages should be adjusted on before he can raise that hand to his
and also give us some idea as to the the 1st of June for the present year, to collar button. You ought to learn it.
insist upon a reduction. The result
extent, character, and effectiveness of was a general strike of the men and the It saves carrying a revolver, is handier
than a knife, and you don’t bang your
their efforts in behalf of the Company. shutting down of the mills. Later on knuckles up knocking folks down.”
the President with regard to the diffi
culties among the Cheyenne and Arapa
hoe Indians, gives the history of leas
ing Indian lands to cattle-men, and in
the most unqualified terms coudemns
the whole system, not only as without
authority of law, but as productive of
evil and discontent among the Indians.

A Genuine Mind Cure.

From the H artford Times.

D R Y GOODS, Groceries,
Wood ware, "Willow ware.

JOSEPH

G.

E X A M IN T E

GOTWALS,

-A-HSTD SIEZE

7.7. FOR YOURSELF! .7.7

T H E Y M U S T B E SOLD.

= H O M E SPU N C H E C K S!~

Interesting Paragraphs.

An Irish settler who has amassed a
handsome independence in the cattle
ranches in the West advises all intend
ing Irish emigrants when they reach
America to go to Nebraska, Wyoming,
Kansas, Ohio, Minnesota, Illinois, or
Washington Territory. Labor is in
great demand, and a workman who
would only get $15 a month and board
in the Eastern States would get $30 a
montli and board there. The climate
is good, and there are no Irish poor
who cannot, by sobriety and industry,
attain independence.
The story that a lot of red-hot me
teors lately dropped upon the town of
Salem, Indiana, is a very interesting
tale. The story is that three of them
crashed through the roof of a hotel,
killing two drummers and scaring a
lot of other people nearly to death. I t
turns out that the only mistake made
by the descending meteors was that
they did not fall on the inventor of the
story. The entire yarn is a fiction of
the first magnitude, there having been
no meteoric storm at Salem and the
hotel and drummers of the place are
still intact. The meteor *liar appears
to have begun his work rather earlier
than usual this season.

ladies and children at Leopold’s.
Choice styles in new satteens for dresses at
Leopold's.
Ladies’ regular made imported, hose 17 cents
at Leopold’s.
The best 12% cent seamless half-hose ever
offered at Leopold’s.
Italian sun set is a new shade o f lining for
parasola.at Leopold’s.
Finest variety of black- dress goods in Pottstown is at Leopold’s.
New cloths for spring suits for boys at Leo
pold’s.
Little boys suits madetceorder at Leopold’s.
Fine cork screw and diagonal cloths for men’s
fine suits at Leopold’s.

Here We Are Again!
Ju st received another large stock of

Cloths & Cassimeres!
in Corkscrews, Fine Mixtures and Plaids for
Men and Boys wear a t very low figures.

SPREADS, large at 65 cents and $1, and an extra good one at $1.25,worth $1.75.

G . F . H U N S IC K E R ,
IR O N B R ID G E , Pa.

[ O L L E G E V I L L E [ R U G [ TORE !
—NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE FOR GAPS IN YOUR POULTRY BYUSING THE—

A N TI-G A P M IX TU R E !
POULTRY POWDER, far Cholera and kindred diseases in poultry.
LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Rheumatism &c*
2s A E T A . I L . L I G D I S I N P E C T I I T C 3- P O W D E R ,
I7ie Cheapest and Rest.
P U R E P A L M SOAP.
T O IL E T A N D F A N C Y A R T IC L E S . .
PU RE D RUGS AN D S P IC E S A S P E C IA L IT Y .
PATENT MEDICINES IN GREAT VARIETY, KEPT IN STOCK.

Joseph W. Culbert, Druggist.
-L A R G E S T S T O C K OF—

—S T R A W H A T S —
a very fine stock of Straw Hats for men boys and
jgirls.

SHOES !

SPUING AND

SHOES !

Largest and best stock at prices lower than the
the lowest.

SUMMER CLOTHING.

LARGE STOCK OF LADIES’ CORSETS. .
The “ Big Woods” of Minnesota well
deserve the name, for they cover 5,000 G E N T ’S F I N E N E C K WEA<R ! 1%
square miles, or 3,200,000 acres of sur
-AT THE STORE OFface. These woods contain only hard
L I N E N COLLARS and, CUFFS !
wood growths, including white and
black oak, maple, hickory, basswood,
j.
elm, cottonwood, tamarack, and enough
other varieties to make an aggregate
66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall}
N O RRIS TO WN, PA.
of over fifty different kinds. The hard-;
wood tract extends in a belt across the
CHILDREN’S CLOTHING IN GREAT VARIETY.
middle of the State, and surrounding
Hosiery, Notions, and Trimmings, stock of
its northeastern corners is an immense
pine region covering 21,000 square
A nother V ictory W o n !
miles, or 13,440,000 acres.

W H IT E GOODS!
HAMBURG EMBROIDERY,
DRESS GOODS-:-

In the northern part of Nebraska an
Irish colony, called Jackson, has been
settled for twenty-nine years, six of
the colonists of which are worth from
$40,000 to $90,000 each. They were
very poor when they arrived there, and
were so discouraged by the desolate
appearance of the prairie and the lone
liness and desolation, which affected
the Irish so much that if they had the
money they would have left. Fortu
nately they had not. They had come
up by steamers from the Southern
States, where they had been digginpi
00 *0
ditches.
A farmer near Middletown, New
York, who was losing his potatoes by
parties digging them up at night, re
solved to watch his patch. He and a
friend, armed with guus, took a posi
tion near the patch, but both fell asleep,
and, upon awaking, found that two
rows of potatoes had been dug and
their guns were stolen.

in their variety.
Shaw ls, Muslins,
L in e n s , T ic k in g s ,
Ginghams, Flannels,
Underwear Ao,Ao,

GRO CERIES!
in their variety] always the best. Window
shades in the new shades and style.
. Another new stock of

WALL PAPER ! xi Glassware,

QueensWare, Hardware,
Plaster, Cement,

Calcine

F A I N T S
OILS, WHITE LEAD, RUBBER PAINTS.

Heaver i

V

* -

TRAPPE, FA .

The soldiers’ monument of Atlanta,
Georgia, is to have statues of Grant, USTATE NOTICE
Lee, Johnston, and Sherman around
the base of the column. Near the top
Estate of Ann Holman, late of Up'per Provi
will be two soldiers, the blue and the dence twp., Montg., County deceased. Letters
Testamentary on the above Estate having been
gray, clasping hands, and above the granted to the undersigned, all persons indebted
globe that crowns the summit will be to said Estate are requested to make immediate
the Goddess of Liberty. The structure payment, and those having legal claims, to pre
delay to
will be 180 feet in height and will cost sent the same without
H. W. KRATZ, Executor,
$ 100, 000.

Jy-30_6t.

P. O. Address : Trappe, Pa.

H
ER
IM
I-A
-ILsr WETZEI

SLUG SHOT, a sure remedy for the extermina
tion of the current worm, cabbage fly and worm,
rose and potato bug and other insects that infest
the vegetable and flower kingdom,^-not danger
ous to human life. Price 30 cents for a 5 pound
package. Try it. Satisfaction given wherever
used. Wholesale and retail.

Vegetable Plants !
100 .

1000

CABBAGE, late, 3 kinds,
40 2.50
CELERY,
2 “
40 2:50
White Plume and Pink, $1.00
EGG,
transplanted, per doz. 24c
PTTPPTrP
u
, ;.ll U 1ff,l
SWEET P o t a t o , very fine,
30 2.50
TOMATO, transplanted,per doz.12c
75
For larger quantities send for pric«».
GARDEN, FIELD AND FLOWER SEEDS, of
all leading varieties constantly on hand and
sold at Philadelphia rates.
Greenhouse and Bedding Plants
The above in large lots yet, but certain kinds
going out very rapidly. We want to clear
our house, preparatory to the erection of
more houses. All sold very low.
Hardy vines, such as CLEMA
TIS, red white and blue at
7oc. or 3 for $2.00—
HONEYSUCKLES,
25c. best kinds.
IN ROSES
we are dealing
very heavy and have
all the best roses for pot
and out door planting, at
very reasonable rates. Having
excellent facilities for filling all or
ders for either the PHILADELPHIA or
PENNSYLVANIA LAWN MOWERS, I
would ask all to send for reduced prices before
purchasing elsewhere. WIRE TRELLIS, cut to
any length, either one foot or 2 feet wide, at three
cents per sqnare foot, galvanized. GARDEN
IMPLEMENTS, WHALE OIL SOAP, for clean
ing trees. White clover and Lawn Grass seed
and other articles to be found here.
All orders by mail and those left with the Collegeville bakers and the Boyertown mail carrier
will-receive prompt attention and be delivered
on their routes free of charge. *
Respectfully yours,

A motion to abolish the teaching of
Latin and German in the High School, j^ L M E R E. CONWAY.
on the ground that they were dead
languages, was made at a school meet
BOOT and SHOBMAKHR !
ing in a Michigan town the other day
HORACE RIMBY,
COLLEGEVILLE, P A .
by a taxpayer- On being asked why
Seedsm an and Florist,
Good workmanship and good fit guaranteed.
he had not included Greek in the mo Stitched work a specialty, Repairing done
COLLEGEVILLE GREENHOUSES.
may-7-lyr.
tion, he explained that he regarded it neatly and promptly.
as identical with Latin. His motion
Send six cents for postage, and re M RS. S. L. PUGH.
was not adopted.
Nebraska has now about 250,000
acres of growing forests, in which have
been set 600,000 young trees. Besides

ceive free, a costly box of goods
AwhichPRIZE.
will help all, of either sex, to more money

right away than anything else in this world. For
tunes await the workers absolutely sure. At
once address T rue & Go., Augusta, Maine,

TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying oat the dead Abroad-making

<fcc. •

ENTERPRI S E

MARBLE WORKS!
Royersfard, Montgomery Co. Pa*
would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

MONUMENTSand TOMBSTONES,
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T .C .,E T C .
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E nterprise Works. Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
ti Low prices and fa ir dealings,”
R ESP E C TFU LL Y,

D. Theo. Duckwalter.
June 8-ly.

J. M. Albertson &Sons.,
B

A

N

K

E

R

S ,

Norristown, Pa.

Interest Paid on Deposits.
M ONEY T O LOAN.

STOCKS

and BONDS

B O U G H T A N D SO LD .

£ O R SALE.
A First-class Falling and Shifting Top Buagy.
Apply to
E. PAIST.
Collegeville Millg

C0LLEGEVILLËHACH1NEW0RKS,
I 14

T axable P roperty in M ontgomery
Sneak T hieves.
_Druggist Culbert’s, soda} water, but on Wednesday morning she became
County.
Once upon a time somebody remarked
fresh: from the fountain, *is a delicious unexpectedly very ill. The deceased
is
spoken
of
as
having
been
a
most
es
that
every
neighborhood
has
its
sneak
The list of taxable property in this
drink. Only live cents a glass. Try it.
timable lady. She was benevolently thieves. We are not prepared to say, county has just been completed. The
T h ursday, August 13-, 1885.
—Harry Bechtel, of near Trappe, inclined and Was noted for her many positively, whether this community is totals are as follows : Number of taxwas recently elected superintendent of kind acts of charity.’
an exception to the rule or not. The ables, 21,861 ; value of real estate,
TERMS:—$1.25 TER TEAR, IN ADYANCÈ.
the Sehwenksville creamery, to succeed
fact that two hams, twenty pounds of $62,543,540; value of real estate ex
J. Horace Landis.
cheese, and a half a box of lemons, empt, $$,599,115; aggregate value of
T
ired
of
Life.*:;
were stolen from merchant W. P. Fen real estate taxable, $59,944,425 ; value
This paper has a larger? .fijj-fulation
•^We ol*e%e in an ’exchange tjje
W. H. Grove, a show-case manufac
in this section o f thé edit niy than •ony statement that our worthy townsman, turer, on'Fourth street, Philadelphia, ton’s cave, this town, last Wednesday of all household furniture including
an adver- Frank M. Hobson, is about engaging who was rusticating ^>n a farm near night, and that two additional hams gold and silver plate (exceeding $300)
other paper published.
were since removed from the same
Using ihedivin the “Independent'' rênfo in business at the Matiunk Woolen Phœnixville^ committed suicide Satur place in thieving style, has led some $163,825 ; aggregate amount of money
Mills,
Upper
Merion,
whicli
he
recently
day afternoon Sy hanging' himself in folks to believe that there is a sneak at interest, including bonds, stock, &c.,
among the most desirable papers, having
purchased.
the barn. Temporary insanity, caused thief, or thieves, within the confines of $229,905 ; amount of State taxes, as
a large and steadily increasing circula
sessed on omnibuses, hacks, &e., at 3
i i_M. G. flo o t and JohnJDook, qif by nervous prostration, is cited às the this particular locality. However, the mills on the dollar, $24.14 ; number of
lion in various localities throughout the
cause
of
the
deed.
petty purloiners may reside elsewhere. horses,1 mares, geldings, and mules
Rahn’s Station, killed a black snake on
county.
Whether native, or foreign, be the thief, over four years of age, 15,574, value
Stone Hill, a few days ago which
It is the aim of. the editor and pub measured 5- feet 3 inches, and saw an
or thieves, we kindly admonish them of the same, $1,105,275 ; number of
T rin ity Church.
lisher to make the “ Independent” one of other one which was judged to be
The Rev. A. B. Markly, late pastor to beware of the consequences of wick cows and meat cattle over four years
the best local and general newspapers about.8 fe.ct.l9ng.
of the Lutheran Church, at Millersville edness too frequently repeated. An of age, 28,47.0, value of the same,
amateur cannon, small but powerful,
in the county, or anywhere else, and to • Jiff. F. Gtrb^r, Uf LiihericiW, has Lancaster county, and who is also well manipulated by William, and a moun $860,635 ; aggregate amount of money
at interest taxable at tl* rate of 4
and
favorably
known
to
the
people
of
this end we invite correspondence fro m purchased a four-year-old colt of Memhowitzer, filled with buckshot, in mills on the dollar, $3,670,578 ; amount
this community, will occupy the pul tain
brino
Hasson
stock,
that
has
trotted
a
every section.
■
pit of Trinity Christian Church, of this the hands of Abram, who is both agile of State tax assessed at same rate,
mile in 2:50.
village, on this coming Sabbath the and muscular, are not weapons of war $14,682,31 ; aggregate value of all prop
PERKIOMEN RAILROAIÎ
—The trustees of Ursinus College 16th inst., services commencing at 10 fare to be sneezed at by thieves while erty taxable for State purposes at the
in search of booty. A simultaneous rate of 3 mills on the dollar, $174,070 ;
We publish the fôllowing schedule gratuitously have received Abe j u m of, $500 be- o’clock, A. M,
discharge from the two shooting irons, aggregate number of all pleasure car
for the convenience'of our readers.
quehthed by A -Chester county clergy
causing consternation in the vjcinity of riages and buggies, 4,476, value of the
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as man, Vho died recently.
In Z im m erm an’s W oods.
Maple Avenue in the middle of the same, $261,675; tax on same, $2,616.75;
follows :.
FOB P H U .A O E I.PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH'.
_iThe ■Farmers’PeVeamery •AsaociT ie beach and mejtjn ifefetiva|l, by the night, might result in shortening the valuation of salaries, emoluments of
atibli of ’Lihifendik' pafd *2^ Cfenti' per Citizens’ Band of'Phmnixvllie, in Zim earthly career of the prowlers. If the office, posts of profits, trades'occupaMilk....... .................................................
A cco m m o d atio n ...... ........... • • • • « • • • • • v
a*
Market............
l.j» p, m. quart for milk received during July. merman’s grove, near this place, will sneak thief of this neighborhood, or of tions and professions, $2,621,865-; ag
A ccom odation ......... ............................... 4.31 p. m . The Creamery received from 3800 to be held on Saturday afternoou and some, other neighborhood, is ,wise^in gregate value of all property taxable
-----I F YOU W A N T A F IR ST-C LA SS
,
4000 pounds of milk, daily.,
t
TO R A I.I.EN TO W N AND P O IN T S NORTH AND W EST.
evening, August 29. The Ironbridge his day and generation, be will give for county purposes, $55,187,105 ¡ num
Fenton’s corner plenty of circumference ber of gold lever watches 845, silver
Mail..........................................
• • •..9.14
• H i am—Dr. P. Y. Eise 11berg,M Nojfriftto wn Band has been invited and is expected
aa. m.
Accomodation............ ............................9.14
in the future.
to
be
present.
A
grand
concert
by
the
do., 642, common do., 165 ; aggregate
..3.13
p.
mi.
has sued the Directors of the Poor. He
Market'........................................
! We are also informed that a sneak amount of taxes oil all watches, $1,409;
.. .6.46 p. m.
Citizens’
Band
will
be
given
at
1:30
Accommodation........................
Be sure to examine ours before purchasing elsewhere. They are built with first-class material
desires to recover a claim for medical
thief visited the residence of John G.
SUNDAYS— SODT
attendance upon Several persons who p. m. The festival will no doubt prove Detwiler, the harness manufacturer, of aggregate amount of State tax assessed, and by skilled workmen. No time or expense is saved to make them superior in every respect.
,.
.6.56
a.
m.
Milk.............
a success, if the weather is favorable.
$19,230.‘28 ; aggregate of county tax Double-gear and direct-gear, One and Two Horse, Level and Straight Tread; Meupted if required.
.. .6.49 p. m. are too poor ;to pay;"*
Accomodation....................
Upper Providence Square, a few nights assessed, $195,561.45.
NORTH.
_A valuable horse on tlie Almshouse N arrow Escape F rom Drowning. since. John discharged aball from his
10.3 a. m.
Accommodation.......................
pistol and the thief made tracks wide
. .5.41 p. m. farm was killed a short! time ago. One
Milk...........................................
Tuesday afternoon, last week, a Mr. apart across the fields, carrying with
of the animal’s legs bad been broken
in a runaway, and the killing of the Mulligan, of Philadelphia, with his two him a part of a ham.
communications, business
horse was a necessary result of the sisters, were boating on the Perkiomen
otherwise, transmitted to us through the accident.
near Keyser’s dam. " The water was Communicated.
rather high and the current strong at
The Skippackville Sunday School
mails, to receive immediate attention^
_A cow belonging to Mr. William the time, and before the party could rea held its annual picnic on Saturday in a
must be directed1to Collegeville, P.
Rambo, of Lower -Providence,-attempt lize the danger of their position the fine grove near the village. A pleasing
hereafter.'
ed to jump over a barbed wire fence boat was carried over the dam and feature of the afternoon was the. very
one day last week. The animal was capsized. Mr. Mulligan exerted him appropriate address by Rev. 'J. H.
H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks caught on the fence, and the wire cut self heroically to save the lives of his Hendricks', who also favored a very
a vein, causing her to bleed to death. sisters, and he succeeded in doing s o ; appreciative audience with a song. Mu
- I F YOU W A N T A -ODORF ro m Abroad.
- I f the wind wasted every Tuesday but'the Asfcafcejwa® a very narrow: ¡one. sic by the school and remarks by Rev.
OF
FLOUR
S.
M.
K.
Huber
concluded
the
program
I was sitting in a hammock
•SO
BARRELS
CAPACITY
:
afternoon, over at the milk shed,
and the crowd scattered in groups
v Not alone,
A Useful Contrivance.
PEE DAY.
could be utilized it would furnish
through the woods.' If we may judge
I was sitting near an object
enough power to, drive one of the no
Horace
Ashen
felter,
a
prosperous
from the enjoyment that fell to the lot
* Not of sfcone. , J L A » 0 0 toriously fast trains on the Pevkiomen
You should buy the D W ARF, for the following reasons : I t stands lbwer to the fldof than any
arid enterprising farmer, of this town
On my cheeks ’mid whispers Tow
railroad from Collegeville to Philadel ship, has invented what is to be known of a trio from this place and the gay Extensive Imprpvcmeuts having b6en made at other make; has a wrought iron bar cylinder with steel teeth (every tooth that breaks is replaced
I could feel her sweet breath blow
party who joined them, we would pro
free of charge); has a wrought iron concave efjpeculiar construction which embodies the pnly true
phia.
as a Ground Pulverizer. This new farm nounce the picnic a ¿ecicled success.
the
Fragrance richer far than'Eau'“
principled ibr the changes necessary for different kinds of grain. I t Is patented by us ; no other ma
ing
implement
combines
a
harrow,
clod
_The Con shohocken llkaorder is
De Cologne. < ,
—
chine can use it,and no other machine can successfully compete with otifs without this improvement.
crusher,
and
roller,
and
is
the
most
waging a bitter and relentless war
Therefore if you want the best buy the D W A RF . I t can be taken apart in three parts in a few .
A
tax
collector
must
be
elec
ted
under
Quite entranced with the delicious
agsdnst the canines of Conshy. Brother complete arrangement for preparing the
minutes. I t has the most perfect screen in use, owned solely by us. I t is the lightest running
the
new
law
in
each
township
and
bor
Situation,
soil
for
seed
we
have
ever
seen.
Abner
Prizer is evidently full of indignation
Thresher made and is guaranteed to clean all kinds of grain ready for the m arket.
The
undersigned
takes
pleasure
in
announcing
ough
on
the
third
Tuesday
of
Febru
Yielding madly to a wild
and it is not likely that his anger will Johnson; the popular Forgedale black
to tile public that his, facilities for
Intoxication,
simmer down until the last cur lays smith, is doing the necessary iron work ary in each y Car, whose term will com
manufacturing
Which impelled me to enfold
down, and kicks, and dies. A multitude to fully complete the Pulverizer, and mence on the first Monday of April fol
—I F YOU W A N T A GOOD—
Something rather nice to hold
of worthless dogs ¿furnishes a reproach you can safely wager that he is doing lowing. This law will relieve the County
Commissioners of the duty of making
In one’s arms, I made the old
to any‘community, be that community it well.
F IR ST -C L A S S
appointments, and puts the power of
Declaration.
Goesfephocbeiv oi; some other commu
electing
their
own
tax
collectors
in
the
U
rsinus.
WE CAN SELL YOU TH E
She said “Yes,” and we were married nity fiot^qinte sb far off?
hànds.of the people.
We are pleased to say that the com
In the fall. • 1
—After frequently viewing the wide
We had love enough, but,lacked .
expanse of the mighty dam which spans mittee. appointed by- the trustees of
A meeting of the Perkiomen -Valley
The “ wherewithal.” jjj
Which is the only perfect .self-regulator In use.
the creek that flows through Phcenix- Ursinus College to secure funds for the Mutual Insurance-Company was held
Are unsurpassed by any other mill in the State. We guarantee it to stand the storms. All sizes.
payment
of
the
College
debt
is
meeting
So we carried off a load
ville, Bro. Robarts becomes, naturally,
on
Thursday
at
Greenlane.
They
ad
Of the dollars which were stowed
agitated when he hears of another dam, with a very satisfactory degree of suc justed all the storm losses caused by The new machinery now in operation is of the Geared mills for grinding and all light work.
kind which is acknowledged to be the VERY
------------ -:o:------------In the safe; now our abode
in fact or prospective, that far sur cess. The friends of the College in the recent cyclones, for which the Com
BEST in the United States. The flour
—DO YOU W A N T A—*
this
community,
as
well
as
elsewhere
Is Montreal.
passes, the greatness and grandeur
pany
is
liable,
amounting
to
$395.92.
made at these mills by the nejv process
— Texas Siftings. " his own dear dam so near to his earthly have manifested a disposition to con
They also adjusted the fire losses due
has been thoroughly tested and pro
tribute
their
share
in
furtherance
of
_Owing to a scarcity of pasture, thè habitation. His dam is almost as naught the laudable undertaking. The energy to date, amounting to $1,211.50. These
nounced Excellent in Quality. It is
Fol any purpose ? We have a large stock of
portly and handsome mayor of Evans- compared with what the Sehwenksville and enterprise shown by the members sums, if paid, would leave a deficiency
guaranteed to be the best in the
dam
will
be,
and,
the
water
contained
cedar lumber and manufacture any size to order.
in
the
treasury
of
$825.
A
tax
of
one
burg now pastures his cow at large.
market,
and
everybody
is
asked
of the committee indicate a determina
We furnish all kinds of PIPIN G , for water, or
to give it a trial.
If the present national administration in his pretty little dam would be barely tion that is highly commendable and dollar per thousand was accordingly
sufficient
to
sprinkle
the
bottom
of
the
Steam, and do PLU M BING and S T E A M F I T 
levied
which
will
pay
them
all
and
is to be blamed for the shortage in pas
effective. When Ursinus came it meant
TIN G , in every branch.
ture, thè mayor will be excused, cer big reservoir. Bet us all hope- that to stay, and the longer it stays the leave a surplus of about $5,500. • The
Brother
Robarts
will
enlarge
his
ideas
—HAND PUMPS OF EVERY VARIETY-—
last
tax
levied
by
the.
Company
was
in
The old machinery having been’ retained wheat
tainly.
stronger it will grow.
—l r y o u w a n t a n —
pn the dam question.
and rye grists will be,; ground as heretofore.
November, 1883.
—The axe flew, and the chips too
A N ew Kind of Stuffing.
for a spell, before the tree fell with a
William Medinger, residing near
Roller Flour Exchanged for Wheat
Unveiling A Tablet.
crash, crash, crash.. Then Joe began Neiffer’s store, Limerick, placed twentyThe Herald says :—The friends of
floredj give us » call. We have a first-class Drill j
once more to' make the axe fly, fly un three German carp in his fish pond of prisoners in thè county jail are al
The tablet recently placed in St,
and RiggiDg to jjore six and eight inch holes a |
til nothing hut a stump greets the eye, last year. Last week he had the water lowed to supply them with delicacies, James’ Episcopal Church, E vansburg,
thousand feet deep, if necessary. The common j
eye, on the spot where the old “ wilier” drawn off in order to clear the pond of not including alcoholic liquors. Re to the memory of the Rev. George
idea has prevailed that artesian wells are expen
stood, stood, stood. We refer to the other fish and found that all the carp cently a woman from Conshohocken Mintzêr was formally dedicated last
sive, hut if -yon will inquiredn tq the master you j
old willow that until quite recently were living and healthy and that they was locked up for disorderly conduct, Sunday morning, an unusually large
will find them faf eheaper than the Old .method»
stood in front of the post-office.
of digging wells, besides they always ensure
had increased in leftgth about six inches, and was visited during her incarcera congregation being present. A special
service was held, and during the sing ■ALWAYS\)N HAND A FULL STOCK OF— supply of pure water.
tion.
by
a
friend
who
brought
a
basket
measuring
from
twelve
to
sixteen
inches.
—The removal of a few more boards
If you want a MOWER, REAPER, or BINDER, we have them to sell and yon will get a good one
containing ‘ some cakes and a roasted ing of the hymn “Rock of Ages” the
from the platform, whicli serves as an
because we have the BUCKEYE. Hay Tedders, Hay Rakes of three different kinds. We have for
tablet was unveiled bÿ the Rector of FLOUR,
chicken.
The
Warden
examined
the
A little rivulet flows through the basket, and noticed a slight uneasiness the church. The period.of Mr. Mintz.introductory medium to the post-office,
sale the SOUTH BEND PLOW, and the SUPERIOR GRAIN DRILL which far surpasses any other
might still further increase the efforts lumber yard of Jacob W. Kline at on the part of the visitor when he er’s r pastorate,-from 1841 to 185$, is
BRAN,
make.
being made to avoid the 'platform alto Frederick station on the Perkiomen handled the fowl, which aroused his mentioned on tlie tablet, also'tlie fact
----- WE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF----gether.—by going iji og the jump—and railroad, During the storm, on Mon suspicion. Taking out his knife he that during that time the present
CORN,
MILL GEARING, SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, <51C.
day last i t swelled into a ragiiife torrent ripped the chicken up and discovered church was erected and consecrated.
thus make life more interesting.
which carried a way a carload of his that it was stuffed with a half-pint I t is of Italian marble and eotains a
OATS Give us a call and we will sell to you at the right figures, and guarantee all of our work.
—A Bell pear tree, over one hundred lumber and floated off the? pigj- pens,
bust
of
Mr.
Mintzer
and
also
the
words
years old, stands on the premises of chickhtf’honsis and "other 'oritbuilffings bottle of gin. The visitor with her from Acts X I, 24: “A good man and
basket Iftpd its whole contents^ were
Linseed M eal,
Jacob Keeley, near Black Rock. I t of eight of his neighbors.
full of the Holy Ghost and of faith and
summarily ejedted from the premises.
CQLItEQEYHiIiE* Montgomery Co.* Pa. ,
will yield its usual supply of luscious
much people was added unto the Lord.”
Corn
bhop,
fruit this season.
These words formed the text of last
D eaths.
Celebration.
Sunday’s sermon. Reasons were given
—The Providence Sunday School,
M ixed Chop, g M. BROWNBACK,
An infant son of Frank Brunst, and
As previously noticed in this paper
organized at the Mennonite Meeting of the late Mrs, Ida Brunst, died af^the the Freeland Sunday School will hold why the service was held, and the lead
House, near Yerkes, last spring, has on residence of M. P. Anderson, thisJtöwn- its celebration on this coming Saturday ing traits of character of the former ‘ —ALL GRISTS GROUND PROMPTLY.—
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
its roll the namfes of 125 attendants.
ship, last Sunday, aged five mönths. the 15th inst. The school will convene pastor brought out in harmony with
Flour, Feed' &ci; delivered' to purchasers in
No. 8 AIRY. STREET,, NÖRRlSTpWN, PA.
the
text.
Mr.
Mintzer’s
labors
for
the
and small quantities a t short notice. Bran
at their rooms in the church at 85 union of his'congregation and of all large:
Jun.25-lyr.
—Harry Ellis, of this township, we The funeraLwas held yesterday.
sold by the car-load, if desired. Favor us wit
o’clock,
and
from
thence
will
proceed
your
patronage.
'
venture to remark, sftys something that
Christians were, recalled, and also his
Henry Landis, Sr., died at bis resi- to the grounds of Ursinus College, al exértions in building up the Sunday
no other man in the township can say :
H P. SJSFYDER, ri‘ I O
’ - ‘
He says he has frequently eaten within dehce, near Perkiomen Bridge, Lower most opposite, where the day will be School,-and preaching the word to all
the past few weeks, of pumpkin pie Providence township, last Monday eve spent in social festivities, suitable clashes without fear or favor. The
The undersigned, intending to retire from
made from, last year’s pumpkins. We ning, aged 86 years. His wife, Magda- games of amusement, &c. The Iron- prosperity of thé Church during ,Mr.
arness manufactured
Collegeville, Pa
want to hear from the fellow who can lenCLandis survives him at the age of bridge Band will furnish the music. Mintzer’s long pastorate waff alluded to
business, offers his ENTIRE STOCK of
,1 1 G H ATEH ’S FO<R(D, P A ., 1*
truthfully say as niuch.
83. For the long period of 64 years Those coming in conveyances arc re and some practical directions given in
they fongbt the battles of life together quested to leave the same in the church
PUBLIC SA L E
Harness, of the best material made to order
—Frank Triedler, one of the mechan as husband and wife, and for 52 years yard, at some neighboring hotel, or regard to the work of thé congregation
a minister’a, efforts, and thus
at ahprt notice. Complete stock of all kinds of
OF
ics at Roberts’ Machine Works, this they lived át the present home of the elsewhere, so that possible damage to seconding
h o is t goods always on hand. Repairing prompt
place, is at present nursing the thumb widow. Thirteen child/en were born the college property may be avoided. increasing the church and making it a
ly attended to.
4une-25-Jyr.
power
fey
good
as
in
the
days
of
y
ore.
of his right hand, : On Tuesday he was to them, ten of whom survive thé aged The public generally, and the people of
At
the
close
of
the
services
the
Rector
—AT—
Will he sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY
engaged at the derrick, lowering ma father. Their names are : Mrs. Eliza the surrounding community, specially,
17, 1885, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel
chines from the second floor, when his beth Anglemoyer* otRoxbqrough ; Mrs. are cordially invited to be present. No was warmly congratulated on the suc AUGUST Head
of Fresh Cows with calves,direct
hand was caught in the cog gearing, Barbara Swartley, of Hilltown, Bucks pains are being spared by the com cess of his efforts in procuring the tab JP jT ^ fro m York county. Good Judgment wag
let.
The
occasion
was
made
specially
\~ m
and his thumb badly lacerated.
in the selection of this stock,'and it
tlE ifl
county ; Joseph Landis, Bucks county ; mittee qf ^rrangeflnents tq make the memorable by the presence of Mr. exercised
(Successor to Fuss & Qassel.)
wiil be to the interest of purchasers to attend
day a profitalaleand'epjpyabledne.
i ^ T ,
Reuben
Landis,
Lower
Providence;
husband,
sale.
25
SHOATS.
ALSO
ONE
PERKIOMEN
Mintzer’s
daughter
and
her
_The Evansburg veteran, who went
t^ ~ U
BOND. Sale' to commence at
Mr. and Mrs. Christman of Philadel* RAILROAD
fishing with the Philadelphia statesman, Mrs. Anna Riley, Atlantic City ; Mrs.
o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
L ove’s Failure.
C
R
A
T
E
R
’S
FO
R
D
,
Pa.
Rachael
David,
Lower
Providence;
phia.
H. H. ALLEBACH.
the other day, became disgusted before Henry Landis, Zieglersville ; Abram
The following story is told by an ex
J . G, Fetterolf.auct.
I. II. Johnson, clerk
eventide and struck a bee fine for Landis,,Philadelphia ; Michael Landis,
a a
an*
D E A L E R IIV
aa a a
“ Home, Sweet Home.” By doing this Bucks county ; Mrs. Sarah Trucksess, change : Charles T. F. Gouldy a farm
Dr. A. G. Coleman, of Limerick
«■■a
laborer,
aged
21,
of
Worcester
town
he avoided the ludicrous balky horse wife of Andrew J. Trucksess, Lower
Square has made the treatment of dis
P U B L IC S A L E OF
scene. The wagon remained on the Providence. In addition to thé children ship, this county,-loved a pretty girl of eases of the throat a specialty—having
meadow and the animal was induced to there arfe living 92 ’grandchildren, and that vicinity. Gouldy was honest but had the benefit of an extensive experi
A chance for bargains, as I mean to sell. The
store will be for rent.
be led home, much to the discomfort 69 great-grandchildren. The aggregate poor. Instead of exchanging her af ence in the treatment of the diseases in
Will he sold at Public Sale on SATURDAY
fections with-Gouldy, the young woman
and chagrin of the lawmaker.
number shows an unusual and remark gavie her love to another yojung man. varied forms. Office hours 12 to 6 p. AUGUST 15, ’85, at Dorworth’s Hotel Trappe, 20
iHead of Fresh Cows. From Cumber
m.,
every
Saturday.—Adver.
_A bran new lamp now swings from able» progeny/ Henry Landis Jr., onè This so'severely preyed ujioti the mind
land County. These cows are of good
size, fine baggers, and big milkers, and
the telegraph pole,, opposite Fenton’s of the sons,‘Iff‘the father o f ‘Sixteen of Goldy that he became insane. He
IRE
TAX
NOTICE.
ju s t the kind that will give satisfaction to pur
TRAPPE, FA .
store.lt is one of the latest improvements children. The deceased led a quiet and wondered about the country in an aim F
chasers. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
in town. During the coming season of peaceful life, and his record as an in less-manner, after whicli he went home
J.G.Fetterolf,auct.
EZRA
DIENER.
The Memherr of “ The Perkiomen Valley Mu
mud, ankle-deep, that lamp will be ex dustrious and goocj citizen is worthy of and said that he had seen General tual
Fire and Storm Insurance Company,” bf
FSTA TE NOTICE.
much
praise.
The
funeral
will
he
held
Grant, Henry Ward Beecher, General Montgomery county are hereby notified that a T>U BLIC SALE OF
pected to serve a very useful purpose.
on Saturday next, at 10 a. m.. Inter Sheridan and Abe Buzzard in Norris contribution of- $1 -on ¡each $1090 insured, has
Estate of John Cassel, late of Perkiomen
levied- to pay recent fire and storm lftsses
—James G. Detwiler, a prosperous ment in the Mennonite burying ground, town, together with the chiefs of two been
township, Montgomery county, dec’d. Letters
and that said tax will be collected by persons
farmer of this township, recently built Upper Providence.
of administration having been granted to the
Indian tribes.
Grant he said was appointed for that purpose, within sixty days
undersigned, all persons indebted to said estate
an addition to his house and otherwise
SEEDS, LIME, FERTILIZERS, PLASTER,
dressed in military uniform, had a gun from this date.
are requested to make immediate payment, and
Members of the company in Upper Providence
improved the same.
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY,
Mrs. Georjriana-t Read, wife ofqDf. and was surrounded by a number of Township residing above the Royersford road
those
having legal claims to present the same
Cement,
Pewter
Sand,
Terra
Gotta
Pipes,
SAMUEL G. CASSEL,
pay to John D. Saylor, and those below said AUGUST 13, 1885, at my residence, Trappe, 20 Chimney Tops, &c. Also, Chestnut Rails for without delay to
—It is thought, by those wliQ,are_in Lewis W. Read j»died ' suddenly on his Southern friends. Sometimes he will
Head
of
Fresh
Cows,
from
Berks
and
Lebanon
Providence Square, Pa.
road to John H. Longaker.
thought
the
fields
were
full
of
men
and
fencing. All orders promptly filled. By strict
Wednesday
afternoon,
of
apoplexy,
at
counties.
They
are
a
choice
lot
of
cows,
good
a position to know, that the Yerkes
JOHN G. CASSEL,
In Lower Providence Township members will
attention to business I hope to merit and receive
he
would
take
a
gun
and
shoot
at
them.
size
and
weight,
fine
baggers
and
extra
milkers.
Lower
Providence, Pa.,
pav to D..M. Casselberry, Esq.
Creamery wiil soon be rebuilt and oper the residence of the family in Norris
Sale to commence at 2 o’clock. Conditions by a fair share of the patronage of the public.
Administrators,
1 }
H .W . KRATZ,
may-2l-3ra. Jy 23-6t.
ated by private individuals. We know town, aged 45 years. She was appar He was declared insane and taken to Trappe,
J.
S.
FREDERICK.
August 11,1885.
-Sec’y
the
Norristown
hospital,
ently
in
bad
health
Tuesday
evening,
of no better location for a creamery.

Providence independent.

WHAT YOU W ANT AND WHAT YOU CAN BUY

HORSE POWER-

r OLLEGKVHXVl

Roller Hills

-THRESHER A N D SEPARATO R-

COLLEGEVILLE MELS,

W IN D P U M P

Roller

Flour !

P E R K I N S ’

CEDAR TAIK,

ARTESIAN W ELL

Tie H iitat Prices in Cash Paid for
WHEAT, BYE, k "

IV
T O. ROBERTS,

A Great Reduction !

EDWARD PAIST,

=IN PRICES^ I

H

-:-Store Goods-:-

F R E SH COW S !

SAMUEL CASSEL,

ost Prices
AND LESS.

F R E S H C O W S.

G RA IJf,

FLOUR,

H. C. STYER,

FEED,

COAL,

F R E S H COW S

1

1

1

f f , ROTER, ft. D‘,

iji

1 r| 5

Practising Physician,

g P E C IA L r

»

Agriculture and Science.

T R A P P E , PA,

BARGAIN^

Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hail.

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician,

E V A N SB U R G , PA
Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. m.

J

-A T-

F en to n B r os.,

DRY GOODS !

H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

_
_
> Till 9 a. m. 12 to 2 p. m.
Office H ours : f "
A lter 6 p .m .
EB^Special attention given to diseases of the
eye aud ear.

TJR. B. F. PLACE,

D E N T I S T

1 !

86 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House)
NORRISTOWN. Braneh Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
JW Prices greatly reduced. Pull setts from
$5 to flO.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
»
*
*
*
*
#
*
*
*
*
*

Extra heavy Canton Flannels
10 and 12 c. Muslins in all grades
from 5 to 12 c. per yard. Rem
nants, calicoes from 5 to 15 yds.
only 5 c. yd. An elegeht all wool
black cashmere 57 c. worth 75.
Beautiful pattern of Turkey Red
table Linen only 45c. formerly 62c.
Large stock of comfortables from
$1.00 to $1.75. Pure Lambs wool
bed BLANKETS only $4.65 per
pair. Horse Blankets, from 75c.
to $3. “ K nock’em down” quilting
cotton best in the market only 16c.
lb. full weight'. Ladles stylish felt
skirts only 50c. satin quilted skirts
only $1. Full line of Ladies and
Gents underwear from 25c. up, all
wool red, medicated, reduced to
$1.25. Big drive In men’s seamless
half hose 2 pair for only 25c. ac
tually worth 20c. per pair. Ladies
all wool hose, In solid colors, on
ly 31c. per pair. Attractive lot of
Ladies and Gents all linen hand
kerchiefs with borders, from 10 to
30c. Job lot of Fringed Huck
Towels, all linen, only 25c. per
pair. Cloths and cassimeres in
latest styleB. Full assortment of
Latest City styles in Stiff Hats.
Great variety of HATS & CAPS.

it

U G. HOBSON,

#
-at

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Cor .M A IN and SW E D E Streett, Norristown,Ta.
Can be seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

^

D. FETTEROLF,

Justice of the Peace
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
each week; also every evening.

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.

#
*
*
*
«
*
*
*
*
*
*

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. A ddress:' Limerick Square.

Q

H. DETW ILER.

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Also L EV ELING and GRADING.
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
Hahn Station, Montg. County, Pa,
Sepl31yr.

ir
it
it
it
it
it

♦
it

#
ir
#
*
*
*
it

*
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*
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GROCERIES !
it

#
#
*
*
*
*
it

mile north of Trappe.)

*
*
•>
*

*
*
*
*
-#
#
»
#
*
1*

B

A

Best Granulated sugar, 7c. lb.
Best Table Syrup, flavored, only
55c. per gal., pure sugar syrup
for baking, 40c. per gal. New
cropN . 0 ., Molasses, 75c. per gal.
Pure White Wine Vinegar, 24c.
per gal. ‘ E xtra large Maekeral,
14c. per lb. Baker’s and Winslow’s
CORN, 2 cans 25c. Soused mack
erel, 25c. a can. Salmon, best 15c.
can. Pure honey In jelly enps,
only 15c. Extra fine evaporated
peaches, 18c. per lb. Large sacks
of Liverpool ground salt, only $1.
We make a specialty of Sapbo
Safety Oil, only 18c. per gal. Gi
rard, Allentown, and Lucas ready
mixed PAINTS at lowest figures.

oots a n d

*
it

#
it

*
*
*
*
it
it

*
it
it
it

*
*
*
*

Shoes

We have a large stock of Freed’s men’s boot
and shoes. Boys boots, Freed’s make, only $1.95.
Mens boots, only $2.45. Children’s shoes, Freed»,
$1.25. Bargain In men’s Slippers, $1.12. We
make a specialty of Ladles fine dress shoes. An
T P. KOONS,
elegant assortment of Rubber Goods at rock bot
tom prices. Large selected stock of Queens and
Glass ware, Wood and Willow ware, beautiful
patterns of floor and tablqfOil Cloths, and latest
styles of wall paper and borders at ext.repiely
H A H N ’S S TA T IO N Pa.
low prices. Our stock of Hardware, Drugs, and
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag Window glass is complete. An elegant double
ging, and Ornamental Slates.« Send for estima barrel English twist gun, only $12. Horse power
feed cutter—good as new—cheap. ,
tes, and prices.

Practical Slater ! !

IJ

II. ELLIS

Carpenter and Builder I I

Collegeville* Pa.

G R A TER ’S FORD, PA,
Estimates made for work and contracts taken.
All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner.
-528

TOWARD DAYID,

PAINTER and PAPER«HANQER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

—TO BE—

JOHN MILLER,

T A I L O R .
TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
latest styles, or in any style th at may be desired.
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.

QAMUEL P. SHANTZ.
tJ

Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to give-satisfaction.

J.

TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
ja n .l,’85,tf.

W. GOTWALS.

Either in bulk or at retail, because
I am going to retire from business
by reason of failing health. I want
a purchaser for the whole business,
h u t In the interval will sell at retail

AT PRICES
TO SUIT!
DRY G O O D S,
CARPETS,
O IL CLOTHS.

P A I N T E R .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
Estimates furnished aud Contracts taken.
apr-16-tf

J

!!! SOLD OUT !!!

Thus making the most wondtrful
offerings in

G. T. MILLER.

CARPENTERand BUILDER,

J

$3^THE OLD
-STONE STORESTOCK AND
FIXTURES

A Reduction Sale
That frill pay everybody to attend.

A. A. YEAKLE,

AMES B. RA PP.’

HARNESS MANUFACTURER I

Old Stone Store, Corner Dekalb
and Main Streets, Norristown.

—Blanchford’s Building,—
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTG’Y CO., PA.
A full stock of S A D N E S S, lap-covers, blank
ets, whips, and all goods pertaining to the busi
ness always on hand. N E W H AB N ESS, of the
best material made to order. Repairing prompt
ly done. Heavy horse harness, collars, hames &c.
apr9-tf.

minted

CTJNDAY PAPERS.

This is an entirely new and original work Just published, and
is the joint product!' >n of 2 0 of o u r greatest living authors,
including Elizabeth Smart Phelps, Rose’Terry Cooks, Harriet
Prescott Spoff'ord, Mirion Ilarlantl. Mary A . Livermore,
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Louise Chandler Moultont Mary
C la timer, Lucy Larcotn. aud 11 other well known authors.
These t w e n t y distinguished writers here give for the first
time, the complete history of the Lives and Deeds of SO
famous American women, most of whom are now living,
whose lives have never before been written, and they tell
how they have won their way from obscurity to fame and
glory. For Thrilling Interest, Romantic Story, Spicy Humor,
and Tender Pathos, this grand book is without a peer. The
Christain Advocate say s: “ 2'Am sj Undid book certainty is one.
o f the very best and choicest suhscrijttion-books we have ever
seen." It is splendidly illustrated with full-page engravings,
besides many superb portraits fro m specialphotographs.

The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

.

Collegeville.

T EWIS WISMER,

Practical Slater I

WE WANT 1000 more BOOK AGENTS
for the grandest and fastest selling book ever published,

OUR FAMOUS WOMEN

A G EN TS W A N T E D !
A G E N T A! This grand book is now out-selling all others
1 o to I . Ministers, Editors. Critics, etc., unqualifiedly en
dorse it and wish it Godspeed. Wc have many lady agents
who have sold, over 2 0 0 in their respective townships. We
want a few good agents—men or women—in this vicinity at
once. We give Extra Terms, and jury freight. Now is the
t me to make money. C ^ O n r Circulars, giving Special Terms,
Extracts, etc., sent free. Correspondence invited. Address
A. 1>. W O R T H IN G T O N As CO., H a rtfo rd , C onn.

Collegeville Pa. On and after Aprial 1st 1885,
the undersigned will be located at Collegeville,
where he will keep on hand all kinds of slate of
the very best quality; also Felt Rooffing which is
guaranteed to out-wear any shingle or tin roof
—price, $8.00 per square. All orders for slate
Cure Guaranteed !
or felt roofing promptly attended to.
!by DR. J. B. MAYER, the
The best Slatington Slate $5 per square. Chap
successful
specialist.
E
ase
at once. Aro opera
man slate $6 per square.
Carpet lining Felt, expressly for laying under tion or delay from business. Tested by hundreds
of cures. Send for circular. Advice Free.
carpets, sold at the lowest prices.
inar.19 tf
LEWIS WISMER.
au21-ly.
831 Arch Street , Philadelphia

RUPTURE

REDUCE THE EX PENSE OF
FENCING.
Fencing farm lands is one of the
great expenses incident to the farm,
and it is a question of much impor
tance, whether we may not, with profit
to the farm, dispense witch much of
the fence now maintained at much ex
pense. To erect good fences, to divide
into fields of the ordinary size, will in
volve an expense of not less than ten
or fifteen dollars per acre of the entire
farm, varying to the kind of fence used
and the number of fields enclosed. To
fence one hundred acres of land into
ten acre fields, taking the farm from
the original purvey of this tract, will
require eight hundred and eighty rods
of fence, reckoning one-half the line
fence, and not including the road fences,
lanes, yard, garden, and orchard, which
will make a total of near twelve hun
dred rods. If wood fences are erected
the cost will be not less than one dol
lar per rod, or a good post and board
fence will be one fourth more. If wire
fences are used, and only to turn
cattle, it can be built a little cheaper ;
or if a stone wall, the best of all fences,
when material is at hand, will cost two
dollars or upwards per rod.
The
average of farm fencing in Western
New York, can safely be estimated
at a cost of twelve hundred dollars
for each one hundred acres of land ?
Small farms would be proportionably
more, but large farms less.
The durability of all fences, except
stone walls, will depend much upon the
durability of timber used for posts,
rails and stakes ; and durability of
posts will also depend much ou the soil
in which they are set. The most dur
able timbers we have to set in the
ground, are white oak, chestnut, cedar
—white and yellow.
Red cedar, the
most lasting of all, is not now procur
able. The duration of posts set in the
ground, of the above mentioned tim
bers, will be from ten to twentyfive
years. In sandy and gravel lands we
cannot depend upon durability beyond
ten or fifteen years.
In calcareous or
limestone lands, posts will last much
longer, often twice the period of time.
I have some posts now standing in the
ground, firmly, that were set out forty
years ago. The soil is calcareous clay.
Lime is an excellent preservative of
timber, in the ground or out, better
than oil paints. If we put the dura
bility of the ordinary fence at fifteen
years, it will not be far from the truth,
in the average of soils.
We then.see that an expense of ten
or fifteen hftndred dollars is incurred
every fifteen years, on the average farm
of one hundred acres.
It ¡3 true that
it is not expended in one year, but is
done from year to year, making a year
ly expense of about one hundred dol
lars, if good fences are maintained ; or
if fences are allowed to run down, the
loss of crops and the time spent in get
ting stock out of mischief, will far over
balance the expense of keeping up reli
able fences.
I t is a question in the minds of many
farmers, whether it would not be econo
my to dispense with nearly all fences,
and adopt the soiling system, of keep
ing all stock in the stable or yard, and
feed green forage through the summer,
rather than yieur the expense of fenc
ing land for pasturage. This however,
we believe, would be attended with too
much expense of labor, to be profitable
in our country. But we do believe it pos
sible to dispose of about one half the
fences npw kept up on many farms. If
we pursue the four year rotation of
crops, there is no need of more than
four fields with one movable fence, to
divide pasturage from mowing land, no
matter how large the farm may be,
provided that all is arable land. Where
land is fit only for grass, it must ot
course be fenced, independent of the
plowing land. When the farmer raises
corn, beans and potatoes, all can as
well be in one field as in three.
If he
raises barley, oats and peas, all may
be in the same field' as second in the
course. The third crop being wheat or
rye, is better in one field, for conveni
ence in harvesting, as also for tillage,
and to avoid snow banks around fences
which often damage the crop in small
fields.
The fouith year the crop being clover
and timothy, part for mowing and a
part for pasturage, a moveable fence
to divide it would be necessary. Such
a fence can be set up at very little ex
pense, and passed around from field to
field, as each come into grass.
The
orchard and garden would need anextra fence, but the plow land could be
divided into fonr fields, of about equal
size. There is always gain in plowing
as well as in our team labor, in working
large fields, when much time is saved
in turniug around and no disadvantage
whatever in any labor required. Such
divisions would, in the main, save one
half the cost of the present divisions
but it would be a much greater saving
to the farmer to pursue the rotation of
crops systematically, as pointed out.
But even small savings are important
in farm management, when prices of
products are so near the cost of pro-

ductlon, as In latter times. Economy
is always necessary on the farm to In*,
sure success.
The difference in the
prosperity of farmers, (and we may say
the same principle applies with much
force to all branches of industry), is
the difference in their economy in small
things. A few leaks on the farm, a
little here and a little there, ’ will soon
exhaust all income in close times.—F.
P. R oot , in the American Rural Home.
For a year or two, notably last sea
son Canadian Cheese was purchased in
preference to that made by the United
States dairyman, and that it is so is not
hard to understand. There a cheese is
either whole milk or nothing, and here
it is as a rule skimmed to a greater or less
extent, or nothing.
One of the real
troubles of this country is not supply
ing milk to a factory that is above sus
picion, and then demanding a No. 1
cheese of the maker and holding him
responsible. There should be an abso
lute divorce between butter and cheese
making at the same factory from May
until November at least.
There are
other things in the way. Patrons force
makers to make cheese for a low com
pensation, and they retaliate by making
a moist cheese that will show a high
average. Pay a man a good price and
then insist on a solid, but not a dry
cheese and a good flavored one. Curds
are often salted far to soon. The whey
should be well drained off before salt
ing and less acid should be developed
in the vats and more in the drainers.
Salt is also uneavenly worked into the
curds and the result is far from satis
factory.
Another bad feature is, that
curing rooms are very faulty and there
is no possibility of keeping them in a
low, even temperature, which is one of
the secrets in the curing of cheese.
There must be three important features
introduced into cheese making south of
the lakes, or Canada will take yet
another step in advance of us, and
these features are more cream in the
cheese, more skill in making and a more
studied attempt upon the part of the
farmer to furnish even better milk__ j .g.
—

Harness Emporium,
Upper Providence 8quare Pa.,

JOHN G. DETWILEB Froptor.

The S u e Han

H E E B N E R & SONS,
LAN SD ALE,

-A T -

[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

The undersigned hereby informs hisj>atrons
and the public In general, that he is now loca
ted at

G R A T E R S FO RD,
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
MANSHIP. A full stock of
B L A N K E T S,
TOP-COVEBS,
IM PBOVED COLLABS,
W H IPS, die., <kc.
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.
In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.

JohnG. Detwiler.

Horse Powers !
Are much the easiest for the horses, and . have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
H e e b n p r ’s L it t l e

G ia n t

T h r e s h in g

and

C l e a n in g M a c h in e ,

Where he Is better prepared than ever to offer
great bargains in NEW and SECOND-HAND

F U R N IT U R E !
Old hard wood furniture taken in exchange
for new. Repairing promptly attended to. I
am thankful for past favors and expect to merit
continued patronage.

Geo. D. Detwiler.

Wm. J. THOIPSOÏ,

AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
Also all the' best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, itc.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, dreameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

HEEBHER k RONS,
LANSDALE, PA.

Gristock & Vanderslice,
COLLEGEVIL'LE, PA.

BEEF,=

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LU M BER ,

VEAL,=

. Various grades, dressed and undressed.

=MUTTON J

S H IN G L E S , split and saiced.

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

PICKETS,

CEDAR AND

C H E ST N U T

RAILS.

L e h i g h and S c h u ylk ill

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

JOB PRINTING
a

O R K S !

A R R IA G E

Special Bargains in’Vump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Llmken Side-Bar

E L A J W
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

W

E

Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.'
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

JO SEPH STO N E,

Can be found all the latest and most improved
Agricultural Machinery, including

CARPET

Hench’s Patent Cultivator,

WEAVER,

C O L L E G E V IL L E HOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)

A 1V1> D O U B L E R O W

P L A N T E R EXECUTED

with Phosphate attachment—a machine that has
given perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call
and see it or send for descriptive circular. Also
the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders,
greatly improved within the last'year, it is now
most perfect and the lightest machine. I t can
be seen on any day at Yost’s Agricultural Store,
Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all
improved Farming Implements used. All ma
chinery sold a t lowest market prices.
GEORGE YOST,
Collegeville, Pa.

FA R M ER S !

—IN THE-

Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices.

CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
RYE BRAN,
LINSEED MEAL, &c.

J .H . L A N D E S .

J. H. KROUT,

F. P. FARINGER,

-¡C A LL A T T H E :-

Yerkes Grail, FlDur, Feed & Coal Depot.
Where you will find a large supply of

Corn, Oats, Wheat

Com Meal, Bran, Middlings,
- Linseed Meal, Sugar«corn Feed*
HOMINY F E E D MEAL,

M ALT SPROUTS, &c.

Lowest Market Prices.

Good, clear Wheat received at all times.

- A T TH IS O F F IC K --

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. *Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

and Screanings.

1ST L O W E S T C ASH PBICES.

BOIE PHOSPHATE !

AND CAKE MEAL.

Paten Process S tr a it,
and Fancy Family Hear,

Always on hand a full Stock of

BEST MANNER

0/1 TS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,

Quality Guaranteed.

which stands high in commercial value; is not
injurious to plant germs, and is equal to any in
the market in ammonia* blood and bone phos
phate. I t is one of the best phosphates now used.
I also recommend very highly the ALLENTOWN
COMPLETE

GOAL. - - COAL.
F L O U R ,
Corn, Bran, Middlings,

Yerkes Station Mills.

Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
Improved Facilities.

I desire to bring to the attention of Farmers,
L. L. CROCKER’S ÁMMONIATED BONE .

I

Heetaer’s Patent le ie l Tread

Dealers

—Agricultural Store—

apr-16-3m.

Co., J'enna.

-BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST-

AT THE —

An excellent Grain and Grass Fertilizer. I t
has given complete satisfaction. In connec
tion with these valuable fertilizers.I will sell
a SUPERIOR GUANO, which will analyze 5 to 7
per cent, in ammonia. Price $45 delivered on
the cars in Philadelphia, and shipped to any rail
road station. For further particulars call on or
address

Montg.

The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.

MOTHER PLACE!

COLLEGEVILLE

CORN

i f TOD WANT THS BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO to

CIGAR MANUFACTURER

Having the latest most improved and conven
ient facilities for handling feed with the latest
possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
In the sale of all kinds of feed and grain, will
not be undersold by anyone. EsF” Also a large
and well selected stqck of the best L E H IG H
and SC H U YLK ILL COAL.

A . C. L A N D E S .

BY T H E SEA.
TH E STOCKTON,
Atlantic City N. J ., Corner Maryland and
Atlantic avenues, one of the finest sea-side re
sorts in the country, is now open for the recep
tion of guests. '1lie facilities for boating, bath
ing, fishing, &c., are unexcelled.- Terms liberal.
KELSEY & LEFLER, Proprietors.
[Mention this newspaper.]

-T R A P P E , P A -

IRONBRIDGE, PA.

— TRINLEY’S—
•0 e’

.r f iS S te s

* o

M ANUFACTURED AT :::

LIMEgICK STATION,
MONTGOMERY CO., PA.
Farmer’s who want to Invest in a (25) Twentyfive dollar Phosphate should buy

SUBSCBIBE FOR THE

RETAIL DEALER IN

Trinley’s R avine Bone

CIGARS-'©®

PHOSPHATE! !
A t $25 per ton. This is a good fertilizer at
a low price. I t contains all ^the fertiliz
ing ingredients—Phosphoric Acid,
Ammonia aud Potash in the
most available condition for
the growing crops. Also

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE AND

CIGARETTES,

“PROVIDENCE

Pure R aw Bone M eal,

Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, pipes &c.,
All orders Promptly filled a t the lowest prices.

COLLEGEVILLE

—$36 per ton.—

Pure Raw Bone Phosphate
—$36 per ton ; and the—

BAKERY !

FAVORITE
BONE PHOSPHATE!
$32 per ton, that I manufactured heretofore.
Farmers, give Trinley’s Fertilizers a fair test,and
be convinced of their true merits. The best
LEHIGH AND SCHUYLKILL COAL,
different sizes, always on hand, at the very low
est prices.

THE

INDEPENDENT” J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM

THOROUGHBRED TROTTING STALLION

B L A C K CLOUD,
Will be kept for service the present season on
the premises of his owner, the undersigned, in
Upper Providence township, half
way between Phcenixville and Col_
__ legeyille, from May 1st to Septem
ber 1st,1885. Black Cloud is a superior stallion,
well-bred, finely built, sound and kind, has ex
cellent style and movement, and in a private
trial has trotted a mile in 2:32. For further par
ticulars inquire of
apr-16-2ra
JOHN H. LONQACRE.

HEALTH RESTORING PILLS.

W illaid the Liver to perform its proper fiinctlons.
Will assist nature to throw off all impurities.
Will save you many aches and sleepless nights.
Will save you large doctors’ bills.
Will cure Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Head
ache, Pimples, Blotches, and all diseases arising
from atorpid Liver and impure blood. These Pills
are strictly vegetable, and produce a natural
evacuation of the bowels without pain, nausea, or
costiveness, effects which follow the use of roost
other purges. One trial will convince you that
they will ao all that is claimed for them.
PRICE, 25 CENTS.

One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

EVERY MORNING.

IC E C R E A M I
pDTGTr Send six cents for postage, and re1 Ililiil.c c iv e free, a costly box of goods
which will help all, of either sex, to more money
Different flavors, during the Season now open
right away than anything else in this World. For
tunes await the workers absolutely sure. At ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.
once address T r u e & Co., Augusta, Maine-

A

An Unusual Opportunity
T o Learn The

-L IF E IN S U R A N C E Business, and be qualified as successful Agents.
Persons of intelligence and address are invited

